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ABSTRACT
The performance and response of the MODIS Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI) and Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) were evaluated over the Arctic coastal plain of
Alaska. At the 250-1000-m resolution of moderate resolution sensors, a substantial portion of
this landscape is a mixture of vegetated and non-vegetated cover types. Single-date MODIS
swath scenes were used because of the higher geolocation accuracy, lack of radiometric artifacts,
and temporal specificity. A higher resolution earth cover classification was used to sample pixels
with a mixture of vegetation, water, and barren ground. The MODIS NDVI and EVI were
compared to aggregated Landsat ETM+ NDVI. The subpixel ETM+ NDVI was a good predictor of
the MODIS EVI in all mixed pixels, and of the MODIS NDVI in mixed vegetation and barren
ground pixels. In these cases a simple linear relationship between subpixel ETM+ NDVI and the
MODIS vegetation indices was observed. In the mixed pixels with vegetation and water, the
MODIS NDVI had a curvilinear response to the ETM+ NDVI and the performance decreased as
the subpixel water fraction increased.
Spectral mixture modeling was then applied to synthesize mixed pixel spectral values and
plot the response of the MODIS vegetation indices to subpixel non-vegetated fractions. The
MODIS NDVI had a highly variable response to subpixel fractions of different non-vegetated
backgrounds, while the MODIS EVI was fairly insensitive to background type. The models also
suggest that large changes in observed NDVI values could occur due to changes in the spectral
characteristics of the non-vegetated portion of a pixel—in particular, the conversion of ice to
water in subpixel water fractions.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The Arctic coastal plain of Alaska is important to wildlife, including nesting birds and
migratory caribou. It is home to some humans and an important source of energy for many other
people. Monitoring of tundra ecosystems on an intra-annual and inter-annual time scale is
important to characterize both wildlife habitat (Griffith et al. 2002) and carbon cycling (Vourlitis
et al. 2000).
Satellite sensors with high temporal resolution and moderate spatial resolution are
valuable resources for monitoring Arctic ecosystems (Stow et al. 2004). Satellite vegetation
indices, primarily the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), have been successfully
employed to monitor intra-annual and inter-annual variability in vegetation phenology (Markon et
al. 1995; Vourlitis et al. 2000; Markon 2001; Jia and Epstein 2003; Stow et al. 2003; Walker et al.
2003; Jia et al. 2004). The Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensors have
traditionally been used, though they were not designed for vegetation monitoring and have
several limitations, including few spectral bands, lack of onboard sensor calibration, orbital drift,
relatively coarse resolution (1.1 km at nadir) and limited geolocation accuracy (Goward et al.
1991). The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sensors onboard the Aqua
and Terra platforms were designed to address these limitations, and improve the capabilities for
monitoring earth systems (Justice et al. 1998).
The Arctic coastal plain of Alaska is a mosaic of vegetated and non-vegetated cover types
(Figure 1.1). Ideally, a vegetation index should respond directly to the quantity of photosynthetic
biomass in a pixel. It should be insensitive to the variety of non-vegetated backgrounds,
including water, barren ground, snow or ice. Past studies using AVHRR data have generally
ignored the effect of non-vegetated backgrounds, although it is acknowledged as a source of
possible bias (Stow et al. 2004) and noise (Walker et al. 2003). On the Arctic coastal plain, a high
proportion of the landscape contains subpixel fractions of water and barren ground at the 2501000-m resolution of MODIS and AVHRR imagery. In addition, this non-vegetated fraction is not
stable. There are variations in areal extent due to seasonal flooding and landscape processes,
and variations in spectral characteristics with sediment and depth changes, and the transition
from ice-covered lakes to open water. The Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI), designed for
MODIS, is intended to be more resistant to non-vegetated backgrounds (Huete et al. 1999).
The goal of this study was to evaluate the performance and characterize the responses of
the MODIS NDVI and EVI over partially vegetated (mixed) pixels on the Arctic coastal plain of
Alaska. The specific objectives of the study are:
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so Kilometers

Teshekpuk Laki

Prudhge Bay and
Kuparuk Oilfields

Figure 1.1. The coastal plain on the North Slope of Alaska. Water, ice, and barren ground are
mixed with the vegetation. MODIS image from 12 July 2000.
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1) Evaluate the available MODIS data formats to determine which product was most
suitable for comparisons to higher resolution satellite data.
2) Evaluate the performance of the MODIS NDVI and EVI by comparing them to aggregated
Landsat ETM+ NDVI over a range of subpixel proportions of vegetation, water, and
barren ground.
3) Assess the response and sensitivity of the MODIS NDVI and EVI to subpixel fractions of
water, barren ground, and ice mixed with sedge/grass meadow and tussock tundra using
spectral mixture models.
Chapter two is an evaluation of two data formats from the MODIS sensor for applicability
in Arctic Alaska. MODIS data is delivered in new storage formats (raw satellite swaths, and tiles
in the global sinusoidal grid), which are not directly useable for most Alaskan applications. In
addition, the tiled surface reflectance data represents the first time that a full atmospheric
correction algorithm has been applied in near real-time to a global remote sensing data product
(Vermote and Vermeulen 1999). The effects of converting the two MODIS formats to a typical
Alaskan coordinate system, and the effect of the full atmospheric correction algorithm, were
evaluated.
Chapter three compares the performance of the MODIS NDVI and EVI over pixels of
mixed vegetation and non-vegetated backgrounds. Both indices were compared to an aggregated
subpixel NDVI derived from Landsat ETM+ images acquired at nearly the same time as the
MODIS data. Regression models were developed using the subpixel NDVI and subpixel nonvegetated fractions as predictors, and error estimates were compared.
In chapter four, spectral mixture models were applied to characterize the response of
each vegetation index as the proportions of vegetation and several non-vegetated backgrounds
were varied. The response and sensitivity of the MODIS NDVI and EVI were assessed for subpixel
fractions of water, barren ground, and ice mixed with sedge/grass meadow and tussock tundra.
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CHAPTER 2. MODIS DATA FORMATS AND PROCESSING ALGORITHMS:
CONSIDERATIONS FOR ALASKA*
Abstract
The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sensor provides imagery
at 250-1000-m resolution, in 36 spectral bands, several times daily over Alaska. It can be used to
measure snow and ice cover, to detect fires and track smoke cover, and to classify and monitor
vegetation. NASA archives a comprehensive suite of MODIS data products, which can be
obtained at no cost. Guidelines for identifying, ordering, and processing MODIS data over Alaska
are presented.
Two MODIS surface reflectance data products were evaluated for geolocation accuracy,
radiometric bias, visual quality, and storage/processing requirements. These products had both
different formats and atmospheric correction approaches:
* Level IB Swath with partial atmospheric correction
* Level 2G Tile with full atmospheric correction
2.1

Introduction
The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sensor, onboard the Terra

and Aqua satellites, provides a valuable tool to monitor landscape processes and vegetation
phenology in Alaska. Although the 250-1000-m resolution is fairly coarse, the data are free, and
there are several overpasses daily over Alaska. Each orbit has a 2330 km wide field of view.
Multispectral imagery can be used to create vivid, information rich, natural color and false color
depictions of the landscape. It is also the basis for a suite of derived MODIS data products of
interest to Alaskan users, including vegetation indices (MOD13), snow (MODIO), sea ice
(MOD29), fire detections (MOD14), and cloud masks (MOD35).
MODIS data are available from NASA in the HDF-EOS scientific data format. Many of the
data products are only available in the sinusoidal projection, which is extremely distorted over
Alaska, especially at the northern and western extremes. Other products are available in the raw
satellite swath format, which requires special software to convert into a format that standard GIS
and remote sensing software packages can interpret. Fortunately, there are a number of free and
commercial software packages to process and interpret MODIS data, and convert them into

* Author: M. Macander. Presented at 2004 Alaska Surveying and Mapping Conference,
Anchorage, Alaska.
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common formats.
This paper will briefly review the MODIS data formats, and the appropriate methods of
acquiring, processing, and converting data for visualization and analysis in standard GIS software
packages. The geolocation accuracy, radiometric consistency, and visual quality of imagery
produced from different data formats and processing algorithms were compared. The primary
focus was on the multispectral image data, although the same methods are applicable to the
derived biophysical data products.
2.2
2.2.1

Background
MODIS technical characteristics
MODIS is a whisk-broom sensor with a 2330 km swath width. It collects observations in

36 spectral bands. Of these, two have a nominal spatial resolution of 250-m at nadir; five have a
resolution of 500-m; and the remaining 31 have a resolution of 1000-m (Justice et al. 1998). The
MODIS geolocation algorithms provide detailed geolocation information for each pixel; and assess
the geolocation accuracy with an automated matching algorithm based on known ground
locations. Since launch, geolocation accuracy was assessed at ~50 m at one standard deviation
around the mean of zero (Wolfe et al. 2002).
A substantial infrastructure was prepared to handle the massive data processing and
archiving requirements of data from the MODIS sensor (Justice et al. 2002). Additionally, anyone
with the proper equipment can download direct broadcast MODIS data, and the algorithms for
interpreting raw instrument data are free and publicly available. The major beneficiaries of direct
broadcast are users who require data in near real-time, since the traditional data processing
takes several days to complete. Disaster response and fire fighting agencies have benefited from
this quick, alternative route to data acquisition (Sohlberg et al. 2001; Justice et al. 2002).
2.2.2

MODIS algorithm development and application
The MODIS algorithms were planned well before the sensor was launched. Algorithm

Theoretical Basis Documents (ATBDs) were prepared and subjected to several rounds of peer
review (http://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/data/summary.html). The accuracy and precision of MODIS
measurements were detailed in the ATBDs, along with the methods for measuring them. Detailed
information on a per-granule and per-pixel basis is provided in the Quality Assurance/Quality
Control (QA/QC) data which are provided with each product. The QA/QC information
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characterizes the data uncertainties from the low-level to the highest level data products.
The MODIS algorithms produce a range of products, from raw, unprocessed data to
derived biophysical parameters and model outputs. The source code of the algorithms, and the
supporting ancillary data, are publicly available at no charge. The algorithms undergo continual
refinement, reflecting both bug fixes and changes in the algorithm parameters. There have been
two reprocessing events, when the entire archive of MODIS data has been reprocessed using
updated algorithms. This allows the complete record to benefit from algorithm improvement, and
keeps the data consistent for the entire time series.
2.2.3

MODIS swath format
The swath format contains data from each observation at each detector, for each sweep

of the sensor’s scanner. Each swath granule contains data collected over five minutes of time;
288 of these granules are acquired each day. The spatial coverage of each five minute granule is
approximately 2330 km by 2040 km.
The effective ground resolution increases with increasing scan angle, from approximately
1-km square at nadir (for the 1-km bands), to approximately 4.8-km along scan and 2.0-km
along track at the swath edge (Justice et al. 1998). As scan angle increases, adjacent scans begin
to overlap each other, and some areas are scanned twice (Figure 2.1). This MODIS "bow-tie"
effect begins at a scan angle of about 17-25 degrees (for 250-m and 1000-m nominal pixel sizes,
respectively) and increases with scan angle (Nishihama et al. 1997).
Converting from the swath format to a gridded coordinate system requires combining a
swath dataset (which provides the biophysical measurement) with the corresponding geolocation
data (which defines the location of the observation). The MODIS Swath Reprojection Tool is a
cross-platform tool that can be used to perform this gridding.
2.2.4

MODIS tile format
The tile format takes data from MODIS swath granules and reformats it into a consistent

grid, which facilitates efficient compositing algorithms and simplifies time-series analyses (Justice
et al. 1998). The entire land surface of the earth is stored in non-overlapping tiles of
approximately 1200 km by 1200 km, in the MODIS sinusoidal projection (Wolfe et al. 1998). This
is an equal area projection, centered on 0 degrees latitude and longitude. Shape and direction
become increasingly distorted as distance from the origin increases, while the equal-area
property is maintained.
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Figure 2.1: Panoramic bow tie effect in MODIS imagery (Nishihama, Wolfe et al. 1997)
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The tiles in Alaska, especially northern and western Alaska, are distant from the origin of
this coordinate system, and have extreme distortions of shape and area. In less distorted
coordinate systems over Alaska, neither the sinusoidal pixels nor the tiles themselves remotely
resemble squares. In order to cover an area of interest in Alaska, multiple tiles are often
required, and much of the data will be either outside the area of interest, or else empty fill
values.
Some tiled MODIS data are stored in a simple, two-dimensional array, which can be
reprojected and converted into a standard image format using the free MODIS Reprojection Tool.
The 16-day vegetation index composites and the 8-day surface reflectance composites are
examples of this type. Daily surface reflectance data are stored in a more complex, compact
format, where most of the observations are stored in an encoded block. This format requires a
pointer file and a special algorithm to extract the desired data.
2.2.5

Atmospheric correction
An important difference between the swath and tile format is the atmospheric correction

applied: tile data have a full atmospheric correction, while the swath data are delivered without
any atmospheric correction. The MODIS surface reflectance products (only available as tiles) are
intended to measure "the reflectance that would be measured at the land surface if there were
no atmosphere" (Vermote et al. 2002). This algorithm attempts to remove the effects of gaseous
absorption, molecules and aerosol scattering, and thin cirrus clouds (Vermote and Vermeulen
1999; Vermote et al. 2002). All of the other MODIS land products, such as vegetation indices, are
based on data processed with this surface reflectance algorithm (Justice et al. 2002).
The basic MODIS swath datasets, on the other hand, are "at-sensor radiance", or the
amount of energy measured at the satellite, above the atmosphere. MODIS was designed to
minimize atmospheric attenuation in the 250-m and 500-m bands, by narrowing the bandwidths
to avoid portions of the spectrum with high absorption by water vapor and other atmospheric
gases, but important atmospheric effects remain (Vermote and Vermeulen 1999). The wide fieldof-view of the MODIS sensor also means that the amount of atmosphere between the sensor and
the ground increases considerably as the scan angle increases.
The MODIS Rapid Response system developed an algorithm that applies a simplified,
partial atmospheric correction to multispectral swath data. This corrected reflectance (creff) script
requires only the swath radiance dataset, the swath geolocation file, and a coarse DEM (which is
supplied with the algorithm).
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2.3

Methods

2.3.1

Image Acquisition and Processing

2.3.1.1 Landsat
Landsat ETM+ imagery was obtained for several sites over Arctic Alaska. The Geographic
Information Network of Alaska (GINA, http://gina.alaska.edu) provides a Landsat Viewer
(http://ion.gina.alaska.edu/gvak/ImgViewer/ImgViewer.html) which can be used to browse and
order free Landsat scenes from their archive. In addition, the University of Maryland Global Land
Cover Facility (GLCF, http://glcf.umiacs.umd.edu/index.shtml) maintains a free archive of
orthorectified Landsat ETM+ scenes (http://glcfapp.umiacs.umd.edu:8080/esdi/index.jsp) which
were used to produce the c. 2000 Landsat GeoCover mosaics (Tucker et al. 2004). The
acquisition date and time of each image was noted.
2.3.1.2 MODIS Swath Data
The matching MODIS granule for each Landsat ETM+ image was identified using the
GINA Swath Viewer (http://ion.gina.alaska.edu/sv/). The Terra satellite follows the Landsat 7
satellite by about 30-45 minutes, so the search window was fairly narrow. GINA is focused on
near-real time applications, and does not have the online storage or robotic tape drive capacity to
provide automated archive retrievals, so data were obtained from the Goddard Earth Sciences
Distributed Active Archive Center (GES DAAC, http://daac.gsfc.nasa.gov/).
Multispectral data are available at 250-m, 500-m and 1-km resolution. Swath format
cloud mask data are available in 250-m and 1-km resolution. To convert these data to a regional
coordinate system the geolocation information was also required.
The following swath data products were obtained:
1) MOD02QKM, MODIS/Terra Calibrated Radiances 5-Min LIB Swath 250m,
2) MOD02HKM, MODIS/Terra Calibrated Radiances 5-Min LIB Swath 500m,
3) MOD03, MODIS/Terra Geolocation Fields 5-Min L1A Swath 1km, and
4) MOD35_L2, MODIS/Terra Cloud Mask and Spectral Test Results 5-Min L2 Swath 250m and
lkm.
The NDVI 2.1 Direct Broadcast Algorithm was obtained from the Direct Readout Portal
(http://directreadout.gsfc.nasa.gov/index.html). This included a Corrected Reflectance script
( creft) which applies a simplified, partial atmospheric correction algorithm to the MODIS swaths.
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The

e
rlfcscript was compiled and run on a Red Hat 7.3 virtual workstation (VMWare Workstation

4.5.2).
The MOD35_L2 Cloud Mask stores detailed information about various cloud mask tests,
as well as the final conclusion and confidence about the presence of cloud contamination or other
obstruction for each pixel in a swath. The bit-encoded Cloud Mask information was extracted
using the MODIS Land Data Operational Product Evaluation (LDOPE) software tools, Drop 3
(i unpack_sds_bits,http://edcdaac.usgs.gov/landdaacytools/ldope/index.asp). The MOD35_L2
Cloud Mask product was then used to mask cloud contaminated areas. Those pixels flagged as
"Cloud mask performed, Clouds definite or probable" were masked (Ackerman et al. 2002).
The corrected reflectance and cloud mask granules were then converted to a gridded
coordinate system using the Modis Swath Reprojection Tool
(http://edcdaac.usgs.gov/landdaac/tools/mrtswath/index.asp). The swath data were gridded at
two different resolutions: first, to 250-m resolution; and second, for selected subsets, to the
28.5-30-m resolution of the Landsat ETM+ scenes. Resampling to the nominal pixel resolution is
much more efficient and takes approximately 1% of the processing time and storage space, but
there is an inevitable loss of geolocation accuracy of up to V 2/2 (or ~0.707) times the pixel
size when resampling to a fixed grid using nearest neighbor resampling. Therefore, the gridding
error alone would be as high as 176.7 m for a 250-m grid. The higher resolution resampling
maintains the orientation of the swath samples, and the maximum gridding error was reduced to

21.2 m.
2.3.1.3 MODIS Daily Surface Reflectance Tiles
The Land Processes Distributed Active Archive Center (LP DAAC,
http://edcdaac.usgs.gov/about.asp) archives surface reflectance data products. The basic MODIS
Land product is Level 2G Daily Surface Reflectance, available in sinusoidal tiles at 250-m and
500-m (MOD09GQK and MOD09GHK). Daily surface reflectance data are input into higher level
MODIS Land Products, such as the vegetation index and surface reflectance composites (Wolfe et
al. 2002). The daily surface reflectance granules are distributed in a compact format, with
reflectance data stored in two Scientific Data Sets (SDSs). The first is an ordinary twodimensional array, which contains a single observation at each pixel; the second is a string of
values that contains every other observation from that day. To extract data from the extended
SDS data requires another MODIS data product, the pointer file, which is available at 250-m and
500-m resolution (MODPTQKM and MODPTHKM).
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Because of the polar orbit of the sensor, there are many MODIS observations each day at
high latitudes. Reflectance data are only collected during the day, and only processed when the
sun angle is less than 75 degrees, but during the long summer days there are still many
observations contained within a tile pixel (Wolfe et al. 1998).
The following data products were obtained:
1) MOD09GQK, MODIS/Terra Surface Reflectance Daily L2G Global 250m SIN Grid,
2) MOD09GHK, MODIS/Terra Surface Reflectance Daily L2G Global 500m SIN Grid,
3) MODPTQKM, MODIS/Terra Observation Pointers Daily L2G Global 250m SIN Grid, and
4) MODPTHKM, MODIS/Terra Observation Pointers Daily L2G Global 500m SIN Grid.
The general processing approach follows:
1) Extract individual granule from the MOD09GQK (or MOD09GHK) scene to a 2D SDS (LDOPE
tool readJ2g),
2) Mosaic adjacent tiles over the area of interest (MODIS Reprojection Tool, mrtmosaic),
3) For bit-encoded QA/QC bands, extract each bit field using LDOPE tool unpack_sds_bits, and
4) Reproject the data to the regional coordinate system, using a parameter file for batch
processing (MODIS Reprojection Tool, resample).
The sinusoidal tiles were resampled into a regional coordinate system at both 250-m
resolution, and at Landsat ETM+ resolution for selected subsets. Because of geolocation artifacts
in the MODIS Reprojection Tool output, the Erdas Imagine Rigorous Reprojection algorithm was
also tested.
2.3.2 Geolocation assessment
Landsat ETM+ data were used as a basis for comparisons with the MODIS swath- and
tile-derived images. The geolocation of the MODIS data was evaluated by comparing the nearinfrared bands of Landsat ETM+ imagery with the near-infrared band of the MODIS imagery
(resampled to 28.5-30 m). The near-infrared band is absorbed by water and strongly reflected
by vegetated land surface, so the contrast in areas with many water bodies, such as the Arctic
coastal plain, is very good. Image flickering, image transparency, and superimposing traced
outlines of Landsat water bodies on the MODIS imagery were all used to evaluate the geolocation
accuracy of the gridded MODIS granules.
Several small water bodies were outlined on the 1 August 2000 Landsat ETM+ scene in
an area southwest of Teshekpuk Lake, in the National Petroleum Reserve—Alaska (NPRA). These
outlines were then depicted over swath- and tile-derived data from the MODIS granules acquired
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on the same orbit, 30 minutes later.
2.3.3

Radiometric artifacts
Image differencing of the blue, red, and near-infrared bands was applied to quantitatively

characterize the systematic offset and to highlight the areas of divergence between the two
atmospheric correction approaches. Where coverage overlapped, the Landsat ETM+ imagery was
examined over areas where the atmospheric correction algorithms diverged.
The per-pixel Quality Control (QC) data were interpreted and displayed over the images
and difference images. The full atmospheric correction algorithm produced QC data for each tile
pixel. These data flag pixels that the algorithm categorized as suspect for any reason.
2.3.4 Visual quality
The swath-derived (partial atmospheric correction) and tile-derived (full atmospheric
correction) 250-m multispectral MODIS images were visualized as false-color composites. A fixed
contrast stretch was used for each band, using the ArcGIS9 Min/Max stretch with manually
entered custom minima and maxima. This processing ensured that any differences observed
visually were due to different reflectance values, rather than different contrast stretches.
The false color composites derived from the swath and tiled data were compared for
visual quality, both onscreen and in paper prints. The Landsat ETM+ scene was also used as a
basis for comparison where it overlapped the MODIS scene. This was a subjective measure but
criteria included the smoothness of borders (such as coastlines and gravel bars), preservation of
shapes, and lack of artificial discontinuities. The objective was to determine which format was
most suitable for visual interpretation.
2.4
2.4.1

Results and Discussion
Geolocation
The process of converting data into a gridded format inevitably introduced some

geolocation error; and with nearest neighbor resampling, this error was a simple function of
output pixel size. By gridding the swath data at 28.5-30-m resolution, the geolocation error of
the gridding process was reduced to the point that it was smaller than the inherent geolocation
errors of the sensor (~21 m maximum gridding error compared to ~50 m geolocation error at
one sigma).
The swath-derived imagery showed higher geolocation accuracy than the corresponding
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tile-derived data (Figure 2.2b). The tile-derived data reprojected by the MRT at subpixel
resolution did not have good agreement with the Landsat base images; its geolocation accuracy
was off by roughly 250 m. This appeared to be caused by limitations of the gridded tile format,
combined with limitations of the reprojection software (Figure 2.2c).
The Erdas Imagine Rigorous Transformation reprojection tool was used to reproject the
same SIN-tiled data into Alaska Albers at 30-m resolution. This produced better results, though
the geolocation was still not as good as with the swath data (Figure 2.2d). This indicates that
there is apparently a bug in the MODIS reprojection tool, when applied in Arctic Alaska. A
disadvantage of the Erdas Imagine routine is that it cannot produce a specified output area;
instead, the output is automatically set to the minimum bounding rectangle of the input image in
output coordinate space. Because the orientation of the MODIS sinusoidal projection and regional
coordinate systems are so different, the output image is much larger than required and is mostly
fill values.
There were inevitable geolocation errors introduced by gridding swath pixels into the
rigid tile grid. This error could be minimized, in theory, because the position of the swath pixel
center, relative to the tile pixel center, is actually stored in the daily surface reflectance data
product. However, the algorithms considered here did not utilize this information.
2.4.2

Radiometric artifacts
Image differencing was used to characterize both the systematic differences and regional

variations in reflectance as calculated by the partial (swath data) and full (tile data) atmospheric
correction methods. Cloudy pixels, based on the MOD35_L2 Cloud Mask, were excluded from the
analysis. There are two possible explanations for systematic divergence: first, the less aggressive,
simpler corrected reflectance algorithm failed to account for real atmospheric artifacts; and
second, that the more aggressive algorithm misinterpreted atmospheric conditions, and applied
an extreme correction factor. Coregistration errors between the two formats would also cause
some divergence, particularly at abrupt boundaries.
Figures 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 depict the differences for the blue, red, and near-infrared bands
over the North Slope on 14 June, 30 June, and 1 August 2000, respectively. In general, swathderived reflectance had higher reflectance values in the blue and red bands, but lower
reflectance values in the near-infrared, compared to tile-derived surface reflectance. This trend is
expected because of the atmospheric effects for which the simpler partial atmospheric correction
algorithm does not correct:
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a) Landsat ETM+ Image
Band 4 (NIR)
1 August 2000 21:51 GMT

b) MODIS image from swath
Band 2 (NIR)
1 August 2000 22:30 GMT

NIR Reflectance

d) MODIS image from tile
Band 2 (NIR)
1 August 2000 22:30 GMT
Reprojected using Erdas Imagine

Figure 2.2. Geolocation accuracy of swath-derived and tile-derived MODIS images, relative to
Landsat GeoCover imagery (a). The swath-derived image (b) has subpixei accuracy. There is a
large offset of about 250 m to the northwest in the tile image reprojected using the MODIS
Reprojection Tool (c). The same tile data reprojected using Erdas Imagine Rigorous Reprojection
(d) does not have a systematic offset, but the distorted shape of the output pixels reduces the
effective geolocation accuracy.
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Figure 2.3. Reflectance differences, 14 June 2000. The panes depict swath-derived (partial
atmospheric correction) minus tile-derived (full atmospheric correction) reflectances for the blue,
red, and near-infrared bands. Cool colors indicate that the swath reflectance was higher; warm
colors indicated that tile reflectance was higher. Blue is ocean, black is clouds.

/
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Figure 2.4. Reflectance differences, 30 June 2000. The panes depict swath-derived (partial
atmospheric correction) minus tile-derived (full atmospheric correction) reflectances for the blue,
red, and near-infrared bands. Cool colors indicate that the swath reflectance was higher; warm
colors indicated that tile reflectance was higher. Blue is ocean, black is clouds.
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Figure 2.5. Reflectance differences, 1 August 2000. The panes depict swath-derived (partial
atmospheric correction) minus tile-derived (full atmospheric correction) reflectances for the blue,
red, and near-infrared bands. Cool colors indicate that the swath reflectance was higher; warm
colors indicated that tile reflectance was higher. Blue is ocean, black is clouds.
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The red signal normally increases as a result of scattered, upwelling path
radiance contributions from the atmosphere, while the NIR signal tends to
decrease as a result of atmospheric attenuation associated with scattering and
water vapor absorption (Huete et al. 1999).
At the same time, the full atmospheric correction algorithms produced implausible and
extreme values in certain areas, particularly in proximity to snow. There was substantial but
patchy snow and ice cover on 14 June 2000, especially over the coastal plain. The atmospheric
correction algorithms diverged widely over this area, with the full surface reflectance correction
algorithm reporting extremely low red and blue reflectances over some of the less snowy
portions. In fact, many of the reflectance values were less than zero, and the Band Quality
QA/QC bits report than some of these corrections went out of bounds and were restrained to the
extreme allowable value (-0.01 reflectance). The blocky pattern of these corrections was
obviously artificial. A similar pattern was observed in the foothills, where snow cover was
confined primarily to the valleys and draws. In the tile-derived data, many snow-free pixels near
linear snow features had artificially low red and blue reflectance and elevated near-infrared
reflectance.
Most snow had melted in the 30 June 2000 image, though extensive lake ice remained.
Some snow could still be observed east of the Colville River, and the full atmospheric correction
algorithm still produced some extremely low visible reflectances around both the snow patches
and small frozen lakes. There was also a large divergence between the two atmospheric
correction algorithms in areas of thin isolated clouds, and at the edges of thick cloud banks. The
full atmospheric correction again reduced visible reflectances and raised the near-infrared
reflectance in these areas, and again some of the visible reflectance were very low, either close
to or less than zero. Some low mountain areas were visible, and the same divergence was
apparent there. Perhaps this was yet another example of the distorting effect of snow—the effect
is more pronounced in the eastern mountains, which may have had more snow cover.
The 1 August 2000 scene was from near the peak of the growing season and nearly all of
the snow and ice had melted. The main divergence between the two algorithms here was near
the edges of clouds. Extensive areas of thin cloud were visually removed in the fully
atmospherically corrected tile-derived data; and most of the resulting visible reflectance values
were reasonable.
There was a consistent pattern in all three of these scenes: the full atmospheric
correction algorithm resulted in lower observed reflectance in the blue and red bands, and higher
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observed reflectance in the near-infrared band. This trend was stronger than normal in areas
with hazy clouds, near the edges of thick clouds, and near patchy snow and ice.
2.4.3 Visual quality
Tile-derived, fully atmospherically corrected images were compared to swath-derived,
partially atmospherically corrected images by depicting them as false-color composites. At coarse
scales, viewing most of the North Slope (Figures 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8), there were blocky
discontinuities apparent in the tile-derived images, especially in proximity to snow. This was a
consequence of the radiometric artifacts described above. At the same time, some thin clouds
were "removed" from the fully atmospherically corrected images. At this scale, distortions of
shapes and sharp boundaries were not detectable.
Zooming in to smaller extents, (Figures 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11), the swath-derived images
preserved shapes better than the tile-derived images, and sharp boundaries were less jagged.
This was a consequence of the geolocation distortions introduced by the gridding process, which
caused the tile-derived data to be projected twice. First, it was gridded into the MODIS sinusoidal
projection, which has extreme distortions. Second, it was gridded into Alaska Albers.
2.5

Conclusion
A major advantage of the MODIS sensor is the high geolocation accuracy. Because of the

distorted projection of tiled MODIS data products, and limitations of the reprojection software,
this benefit was not realized for Alaskan data, unless they utilize data from the raw swath format.
Tile-derived data had larger geolocation errors (especially when the MODIS Reprojection Tool
was used), and did not preserve shapes and boundaries as well as the same scenes derived from
swath data. An improved tile reprojection algorithm that did not introduce geolocation artifacts,
and that was capable of interpreting the subpixel geolocation offsets of daily surface reflectance
data, would be of great value to Alaskan data users.
Another important feature of MODIS data is the full atmospheric correction algorithm,
which is intended to produce a global record of previously unachievable consistency and scientific
quality. In Alaska, especially Arctic Alaska, the growing season is short and monitoring of
landscape processes during the snowmelt and green up period is critically important. Until the full
atmospheric correction algorithm performs more predictably over areas with partial snow cover,
however, it is not suitable for applications in Alaska near the beginning or end of the growing
season. Since the other MODIS Land data products are derived from the fully atmospherically
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Swath-derived (Partial Atmospheric Correction Algorithm)
:■
14 June 2000

Tile-derived (Full Atmospheric Correction Algorithm)
'
14 June 2000

Figure 2.6. Visual quality at small scale, 14 June 2000. The full atmospheric correction algorithm
results in some blocky discontinuities in proximity to snow.
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Figure 2.7. Visual quality at small scale, 30 June 2000. Missing pockets of data show up in both
versions. The full atmospheric correction algorithm still produces some blocky discontinuities near
snow, while also effectively removing some thin clouds.
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Figure 2.8. Visual quality at small scale, 1 August 2000. In the absence of snow and ice, there
are not obvious artifacts. Some cloudy areas are removed or reduced in size by the full
atmospheric correction.
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Figure 2.9. Visual quality at large scale, 14 June 2000. Shapes are blurred in the tile-derived
image, and there are abrupt discontinuities in spectral values from the full atmospheric
correction.
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Figure 2.10. Visual quality at large scale, 30 June 2000. The jagged edge of the lake ice in the
tile-derived image is a result of geolocation degradation and double resampling.
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Figure 2.11. Visual quality at large scale, 1 August 2000. The shape of the river channel and
pigment patterns in the lake are less distorted in the swath-derived image.
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corrected daily surface reflectance data, they may be unreliable early and late in the growing
season as well.
In the future, the full atmospheric correction algorithm and the reprojection software will
most likely be improved. At this time, however, the raw swath product was found to be freer of
artifacts and more suitable for analysis and visualization.
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CHAPTER 3.

PERFORMANCE OF MODIS NDVI AND EVI OVER PARTIALLY VEGETATED

PIXELS ON THE ARCTIC COASTAL PLAIN OF ALASKA*
Abstract
The performance of the MODIS Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and
Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) algorithms was investigated over partially vegetated pixels on
the Arctic coastal plain of Alaska. Mixed pixels were sampled using subpixel estimates of
vegetated and non-vegetated background from a higher resolution earth cover classification.
Comparisons were made between aggregated Landsat ETM+ NDVI and MODIS vegetation index
values. Multiple regression analysis was used to explore and quantify the relationship between
the MODIS vegetation indices (Vis) and the subpixel ETM+ NDVI in mixed pixels.
The criteria used to evaluate performance were the similarity of the regression models
for different non-vegetated backgrounds, overall error estimates (absolute errors and root mean
square (RMS) errors), and the error distribution at different levels of subpixel non-vegetated
fractions. The MODIS NDVI had a variable response to different non-vegetated backgrounds;
over water the response was nonlinear and increasingly erratic as the proportion of water in
MODIS cells increased; while over barren ground it was linear. The MODIS EVI had a similar
linear response to different non-vegetated backgrounds (water and barren ground). Overall error
estimates were highest for the models predicting the MODIS NDVI over mixed vegetation and
water pixels, especially at higher subpixel water fractions.
3.1

Introduction
The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sensors onboard the Terra

and Aqua satellites provide a valuable tool to monitor landscape processes and vegetation
phenology during the short growing season in Arctic Alaska. For example, the timing of green up,
and the rate and magnitude of vegetation growth are important factors controlling habitat
availability and habitat quality for wildlife. However, the 16-day vegetation index composite
products generated from MODIS (MOD13) are too infrequent to capture important phenological
responses, particularly since they do not identify the precise date of the data contributing to each
pixel. The Alaska satellite data user community has often generated shorter period mosaics from
available daily swath imagery (Wolfe 2000; Kelleyhouse 2001; Griffith et al. 2002; Stow et al.
2004). The MOD13 composites are only distributed in the MODIS global sinusoidal projection,

* Author: M. Macander. Submitted to Remote Sensing of the Environment.
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which has extreme distortions in both shape and direction in Arctic Alaska. Commonly used
reprojection software can reproject the data into a regional planar coordinate system, but in
Arctic Alaska the output imagery has degraded geolocation accuracy and visual quality (Figure
3.1).
The Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensors provide a twenty-three
year record of vegetation phenology, based upon the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI). The AVHRR sensor was originally designed to monitor cloud patterns (Kidwell 1995), and
has several limitations for land and vegetation applications: the spectral bandwidths in the red
and near-infrared are wide and subject to atmospheric attenuation; there is no onboard
calibration to characterize the radiometric drift of the sensor over time; orbital decay results in
image acquisitions at different times of day over time; and the lack of subpixel geolocation is
problematic for time series and change detection analyses (Goward et al. 1991). MODIS was
specifically designed to extend the record of the AVHRR sensor, while applying the lessons
learned from its limitations, and improving the capabilities for vegetation monitoring (Justice et
al. 1998).
The Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) developed for MODIS was designed to provide
several improvements to the NDVI. It is designed to be less susceptible to atmospheric effects;
less prone to saturation at high leaf area levels; and less influenced by non-vegetation
background noise (Huete et al. 1999). On the Arctic coastal plain of Alaska the vegetation cover
is often sparse. Non-vegetation background components such as rock, sand bars, water bodies,
snow, and ice may comprise a large component of the landscape and are mixed with vegetation
at the 250-1000-m scale of MODIS pixels. A vegetation index that was more resistant to this
background noise, and which was a better predictor of the quantity of vegetation in these mixed
pixels, would be a valuable tool for Arctic research.
Reviewing the performance of the vegetation index algorithms in individual scenes also
provides insight into the higher-order, composite products based on these scenes. The data
processing approach for MODIS data is grounded in extensive research and has a solid
theoretical foundation, but has never before been attempted on an operation basis for the entire
land surface of the earth (Justice et al. 1998; Justice et al. 2002). The algorithms are still being
refined and improved. It is important to understand the performance of the algorithms in
individual scenes in order to fully evaluate the quality of the derived composites.
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Swath Geolocation

Tile Geolocation

NIR Reflectance

Swath Visual Quality

Tile Visual Quality

Figure 3.1. A comparison of the swath and tile formats. The geolocation accuracy and visual
quality of the two different MODIS formats are compared after the data were converted to a
typical regional coordinate system for Arctic Alaska. The black outlines in the top tiles represent
lake outlines digitized on the c. 2000 Landsat GeoCover imagery. Both MODIS formats were
derived from the same image granule.
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3.1.1

Objective
The goal of this study was to evaluate the performance of the MODIS NDVI and EVI by

comparing them to aggregated Landsat ETM+ NDVI over a range of subpixel proportions of
vegetation, water, and barren ground. Regression models were developed using the subpixel
ETM+ NDVI and subpixel non-vegetated fractions as predictors, and error estimates were
compared.
3.2

Background

3.2.1 Technical characteristics of MODIS
MODIS has 36 spectral bands, two with nominal spatial resolution of 250-m at nadir; five
with a resolution of 500-m; and the remaining 31 with a resolution of 1000-m (Barnes et al.
1998). The 500-m bands were primarily intended for land research, with the red and nearinfrared 250-m bands designed specifically for vegetation applications (Justice et al. 1998). The
higher spatial, spectral and geolocation resolution of MODIS are major improvements over the
AVHRR sensor.
The red and near-infrared channels on MODIS measure much narrower portions of the
spectrum than other, similar sensors such as the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR) and Landsat ETM+ (Figure 3.2). These narrow MODIS channels were designed to avoid
the portions of the spectrum with high absorption by atmospheric gases, in particular water
vapor (Vermote and Vermeulen 1999). One side effect is that the MODIS red band is also more
sensitive to chlorophyll concentrations, and is therefore completely absorbed at lower vegetation
concentrations than the AVHRR or ETM+ red bands (Huete et al. 1999).
The MODIS geolocation algorithms provide detailed geolocation information for each
observation; and assess the geolocation accuracy with an automated matching algorithm based
on known ground locations. The Terra satellite tracks its position and orientation enabling
geolocation to within 150 m (1 sigma); since launch automated matching to a network of ground
control points has enabled a further reduction of geolocation error (Wolfe et al. 2002). The
estimated root mean square (RMS) geolocation error is in the metadata and was 50 m for the
MODIS data used in this study (at nadir). This level of accuracy is a substantial improvement
over AVHRR data, which were generally accurate to within a few thousand meters and required
manual or automated adjustments. Users of AVHRR data frequently applied a three pixel by three
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Bandwidths of MODIS, AVHRR and ETM+ sensors in the Visible
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Figure 3.2. A comparison of the bandwidths for the AVHRR, ETM+, and MODIS sensors.
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pixel smoothing filter to reduce the errors caused by misregistration. The combination of
increased resolution, and improved geolocation (which eliminates the need for smoothing),
effectively increases the spatial resolution of time series analyses by even more than the
resolution improvement alone suggests (Barbieri 1997; Wolfe et al. 2002).
MODIS is a whisk-broom sensor with a 2300-km swath width. The effective ground
resolution increases with increasing scan angle, from approximately a 1-km ellipse at nadir (for
the 1-km bands), to approximately 4.8 km along scan and 2.0 km across scan at the swath edge
(Barnes et al. 1998). Many of the MODIS data products are produced at 1-km resolution; one of
the reasons for this is that the higher resolution (250-m and 500-m) bands can be aggregated to
1-km resolution at higher scan angles, without spreading values from a single observation across
multiple pixels in the 1000 m output grid. MODIS 1-km products derived from the 250- and 500m bands therefore avoid much of the degradation of effective resolution that occurs in AVHRR
data as scan angle increases (Wolfe et al. 1998).
3.2.2 Vegetation Index Background
The MODIS vegetation indices (Vis) are designed "to provide consistent, spatial and
temporal comparisons of global vegetation conditions that will be used to monitor the Earth's
terrestrial photosynthetic vegetation activity for phenologic, change detection, and biophysical
derivation of radiometric and structural vegetation parameters" (Huete et al. 1999). The MODIS
vegetation index data products are only available as 16-day composites. Two vegetation index
products are included in the MODIS VI products: the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI), and the Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI).
3.2.2.1 NDVI
The NDVI has a long heritage, and there is a global NDVI record derived from AVHRR
extending back to 1981 (Agbu and James 1994). For this reason, the MODIS NDVI is also
referred to as the continuity index. The NDVI is calculated from reflectance as:
(NIR - RED) / (NIR + RED), where:
NIR = Near-infrared reflectance, and
RED = Red reflectance.
The NDVI is based on the contrasting response of these bands to photosynthetic
biomass. The chlorophyll in photosynthesizing vegetation absorbs red energy; while the healthy,
turgid leaves are most reflective in the near-infrared region (Huete et al. 1999).
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A vegetation index may be calculated from raw digital numbers (DNs), at-sensor
radiances, top of the atmosphere reflectance, partially atmospherically corrected reflectance, or
(in the case of the MODIS VI composite products), surface reflectance (Huete et al. 1999). For
time series and inter-sensor comparisons, reflectances are preferred to avoid biases from
differential scaling and offsets in DNs and radiance (Goward et al. 1991). The ratioing property of
the NDVI was an important reason for its adoption. This property cancels much of the signal
variation caused by calibration drift, noise, varying sun and view angles, shadows, topography,
and atmospheric attenuation (Holben 1986).
However, the NDVI is susceptible to biases from several sources. Any of the effects listed
above will affect NDVI values when the proportional effect on red and near-infrared reflectance is
not the same. For example, the atmospheric scatter due to aerosols causes both red and nearinfrared reflectance to increase, but the increase is stronger in the visible (red) band. As a result,
the NDVI values are lower (Vermote and Vermeulen 1999).
Saturation or insensitivity at leaf area index above 2 or 3 has also been reported (Sellers
1985; Huete et al. 1999). The red channel is absorbed by chlorophyll, and tends to be completely
absorbed at moderate levels of chlorophyll. So under these conditions, the only factor increasing
NDVI is increased reflectance in the near-infrared (Gitelson et al. 1996). The MODIS red channel,
narrowed to avoid water absorption, is even more susceptible to chlorophyll absorption than the
AVHRR red band (Huete et al. 1999) and the MODIS NDVI has been observed to saturate over
high biomass tropical forests (Huete et al. 2002).
Another factor causing NDVI to saturate is the nature of the mathematical
transformation. It is functionally equivalent to the "simple ratio" of near-infrared to red, but with
a non-linear stretch to constrain its values from -1 to 1. This stretch enhances low simple ratio
values while compressing high values (Huete et al. 1999). Although NDVI saturation has been
suggested over dense shrub tundra in the Alaska Arctic (Shippert et al. 1995), it is not expected
to be a problem over the more sparsely vegetated coastal plain.
Over mixed pixels and areas of partial or open vegetation canopies, the spectral signal
from the non-vegetated background mixes with the vegetation signal and affects the NDVI value.
An ideal vegetation index would derive its signal from only the vegetation, and would not be
influenced by the non-vegetation backgrounds (Huete 1988; Huete et al. 1999).
Finally, there is a variation in reflectance under varying conditions of illumination angle
and sensor angle. Some of this effect is caused by optical path length variations (the amount of
atmosphere that radiation travels through before it reaches the sensor), and this effect tends to
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ratio out in the NDVI. On non-Lambertian surfaces, such as vegetated land, there is also an
anisotropic, bidirectional effect caused by canopy structure, shadowing, and background effects.
(Huete et al. 1999). Consider the view of a forest with the sun at your back, when many of the
shadows are hidden by the sunny canopies; compared to a view of the same forest with the sun
in front of you, where many of the canopies are deeply shadowed. This effect is dependent on
wavelength, and is characterized for various sun angles and observer angles in the bidirectional
reflectance distribution function (BRDF) (Lucht et al. 2000; Schaaf et al. 2002). The atmosphere
both dampens and counters the surface BRDF signal. Therefore, the BRDF effects were expected
to be greater for MODIS surface reflectance data products, since these are designed to remove
all atmospheric effects (Vermote and Vermeulen 1999).
3.2.2.2 EVI
The MODIS Enhanced Vegetation Index was designed to address several of the
limitations of the NDVI. It incorporates the blue band as well as the red and near-infrared, and is
formulated as follows:
EVI = G * (NIR - RED) / (NIR + (Cl * RED) - (C2 * BLUE) + L), where:
NIR = Near-infrared reflectance,
RED = Red reflectance,
BLU = Blue reflectance,
G = Gain factor (sometimes written as (1 + L),
Cl and C2 = coefficients controlling the weighting of the red and blue bands for aerosol
resistance, and
L = Canopy background adjustment factor
These coefficients were set empirically by the MODIS VI team as G=2.5, Cl=6.0,
C2=7.5, and L=l, yielding:
EVI = 2.5 * (NIR - RED) / (NIR + (6 * RED) - (7.5 * BLUE) + 1)
The EVI has a greater range of sensitivity, and does not have an asymptotic response at
higher levels of leaf biomass, unlike the NDVI (Justice et al. 1998). It is an optimized index,
without the ratioing property of the NDVI. The ratioing property of the NDVI was an important
feature with AVHRR sensors because the noise factor was larger—for example, calibration was
inadequate and the effects of atmospheric attenuation were larger (particularly due to water
vapor absorption). The performance of an optimized index such as the EVI is more dependent on
well-calibrated inputs (Huete et al. 1999).

>
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3.2.2.2.1 EVI Aerosol Resistance
Aerosols (dust, smoke, and pollution particles suspended in the air) can both increase
reflectance over dark surfaces (due to scattering of incoming radiation) and decrease reflectance
over bright objects (due to absorption of reflected radiation). Aerosols are variable in time and
space and have a greater effect on shorter wavelength solar radiation, because the wavelength
of such radiation is closer to the size of the particles (Myneni and Asrar 1994; Kaufman and
Tanre 1996). Over vegetated surfaces aerosols typically cause an increased reflectance in both
the red and near-infrared, but with a greater increase in the red band; the overall result is an
artificial reduction in NDVI in the top-of-the-atmosphere signal (Myneni and Asrar 1994).
The EVI incorporates an adjustment term that is intended to dampen the signal from
atmospheric aerosols, and convert it from a bias to a random error (Kaufman and Tanre 1992;
Huete et al. 1999). The aerosol resistance adjustment utilizes the fact that the aerosol scattering
cross section is larger in the blue band than the red band. So, under higher aerosol
concentrations, the difference between the red and blue bands is greater. By weighting and
differencing the red and blue bands in the denominator (6.0 * RED - 7.5 * BLUE), the EVI is
designed to perform more consistently under variable aerosol concentrations.
In theory, the aerosol effect should be minimal in the MOD13 VI composite products,
because the MODIS surface reflectance product incorporates the MODIS aerosol product to
correct for atmospheric aerosols (Kaufman and Tanre 1998; Vermote and Vermeulen 1999). In
aerosol corrected imagery, the EVI aerosol resistance term can still correct for highly variable
aerosols, such as smoke from a fire (the MODIS aerosol product has a comparatively coarse 10km resolution) (Miura et al. 2001). However, the MODIS aerosol algorithm relies on dark targets
of dense vegetation, and can be unreliable in the presence of snow and ice (Kaufman and Tanre
1998). The sparse vegetation in Arctic Alaska does not supply obvious dark targets, and large
artifacts have been observed in aerosol-corrected MODIS surface reflectance over the Arctic
coastal plain (chapter two). MODIS data with only a partial atmospheric correction (such as the
MOD02 Corrected Reflectance data used in the current study) does not have an aerosol
correction applied, and all EVI values calculated from such data should benefit from the aerosol
resistance term. Comparisons of NDVI and EVI anomalies over Siberia (Xiao et al. 2003) suggest
that the aerosol resistance component of the EVI was especially important when aerosol levels
were high, such as during years with high fire activity.
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3.2.1.2.2 EVI Canopy Background Decoupling

Unless the vegetation canopy entirely obscures the ground surface below the plants
across the entire pixel being sampled, the spectral signal (and hence the vegetation index value)
is composed of contributions from both vegetated and non-vegetated materials. Many studies
have investigated the effect of "soil backgrounds" and approaches to reduce their effect for
agricultural fields (Huete et al. 1985; Choudhury 1987; Huete 1988; Clevers 1989; Major et al.
1990; Bausch 1993) and arid landscapes (Elvidge and Lyon 1985; Huete and Tucker 1991). The
basic problem is that with incomplete vegetation cover, NDVI values are larger over dark soils
than over light soils (Elvidge and Lyon 1985; Huete et al. 1985).
The concept of "soil backgrounds" was extended to "canopy backgrounds" with the
demonstration of a similar effect for leaf litter and snow. Snow is an extremely bright background
and it was demonstrated that with a snow background, the NDVI has a large negative bias
(Goward and Huemmrich 1992; Huete et al. 1999). The utility of a canopy background correction
for water through the MODIS EVI formula is discussed but not demonstrated (Huete et al. 1999).
The canopy background has two undesirable effects on the NDVI: bias and noise. NDVI
values are biased higher than expected over darker backgrounds and lower than expected over
brighter backgrounds. Because of differential transmission of radiation in the canopy (red energy
tends to be absorbed by vegetation, while near-infrared radiation is scattered), there is also a
nonlinear effect and substantial noise in the NDVI signal, especially at moderate canopy densities
(40-60%). This pattern varies with the properties of the non-vegetated background, the canopy
closure, and the orientation of leaves within the canopy (Huete 1988; Huete et al. 1999).
The EVI decouples the vegetation background signal with the canopy background
adjustment term (L, which is set at 1 for the MODIS EVI). This is based on the soil adjusted
vegetation index (SAVI) (Huete 1988). The SAVI was developed based on observations of
vegetation isolines in red/near-infrared space, compared to vegetation index isolines. NDVI
isolines (connecting points in red/near-infrared space with the same NDVI value) are straight
lines that originate at the origin, and increase in slope with increasing NDVI. However, vegetation
isolines (connecting crops of similar LAI but different soil backgrounds) did not follow the NDVI
isolines, as they should for an ideal vegetation index. They did get steeper with increasing LAI,
but did not intersect at the origin. The SAVI equation shifts the origin to where the soil line (~0
LAI) and an intermediate density canopy (~1 LAI) intercept:
SAVI = ((1 + L) * ( NIR - RED )) / ( L + NIR + RED), where
L = Canopy background adjustment term,
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RED = Red reflectance, and
NIR = Near-infrared reflectance.
The optimal L varies by vegetation density as well as the structural properties of the
canopy, but a value of 0.5 improves the vegetation signal over a wide range of global conditions.
Optimization for a particular regional application would require development of vegetation
isolines in red/near-infrared space for that region (Huete 1988; Huete et al. 1999).
3.2 .2 .2 3 Problems with the EVI

Problems with the EVI algorithm have been observed over areas with snow cover (Huete
et al. 2002). An assumption of the EVI is that reflectances over land surfaces follow this pattern:
NIR > RED > BLUE
When this is not true, then the EVI equation becomes unstable, and the sign of the
calculated EVI may fluctuate between extreme positive and negative values. To accommodate
this problem, the aerosol correction factor is removed from the EVI equation under certain
conditions, leaving only the background correction factor (in the form of the SAVI). The EVI
coefficients were developed so that there is a near 1:1 relationship between the EVI and SAVI (in
the absence of aerosol contamination), so substituting the SAVI for the EVI under some
conditions is acceptable.
The MOD13 VI algorithm reverts to the SAVI under two conditions: when BLUE > RED >
NIR; and also when the EVI result is out of bounds (less than -0.1 or greater than 1.0)
(http://tbrs.arizona.edu/project/MODIS/vi_quality.php). This study used the simpler Rapid
Response algorithm. Review of the source code indicates that only the first test for reversion to
SAVI is incorporated into the Rapid Response algorithm.
3.3

Methods

3.3.1 Assumptions
The image classification used was based on images that are 8-10 years older than the
scenes analyzed in this study. It also did not account explicitly for temporally variable flooding
(although the flooding regime did figure in to the classification scheme). In addition, there were
several reasons that the calculated footprint of each MODIS pixel was not the only area being
detected by the MODIS sensor. The MODIS response function results in 25% of the signal in a
pixel being derived from the two adjacent pixels, in the along scan direction (Nishihama et al.
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1997). The atmospheric point spread function, which varies with atmospheric properties, also
causes the signal within a pixel to be influenced by a much wider area than the nominal footprint,
particularly when bright objects are nearby (Vermote and Vermeulen 1999). Also, although
geolocation accuracy is very good in both MODIS data and the Landsat ETM+ scenes used in this
study, there was still geolocation error caused by inherent sensor imprecision and the gridding
algorithms. All of these factors contributed to noise in this analysis, because the estimates of
subpixel land cover proportions and subpixel vegetation signal were based solely on the higher
resolution pixels contained within the calculated footprint of a single MODIS pixel. It was
assumed that the error from these sources was independent and unbiased.
In addition, mixtures of vegetation and non-vegetated background occurred not only at
the scale of the MODIS pixels analyzed here, but also at finer scales within individual Landsat
ETM+ pixels. This meant that biases in NDVI values caused by non-vegetated backgrounds could
also affect the Landsat ETM+ derived estimates. This was acknowledged as a source of error;
however, the estimates based on Landsat ETM+ NDVI had less bias, because they avoid the bias
caused by non-vegetated backgrounds which occurred at scales between the Landsat ETM+
observations (30-m) and the MODIS observations (250-m).
There were also differences in the spectral characteristics of the Landsat ETM+ and
MODIS sensors (in particular, the bandpass of the MODIS near-infrared band was narrower); and
a somewhat different response is expected from different vegetation indices (comparing the
Landsat ETM+ NDVI to the MODIS EVI). These factors may have contributed some non-linearity
and noise to the relationship between the Landsat ETM+ and MODIS derived estimates.
3.3.2 Image Acquisition and Processing
3.3.2.1 Landsat ETM+
Three Landsat ETM+ images were obtained over Arctic Alaska (Figure 3.3). Scenes were
calibrated to top-of-atmosphere reflectance using the ENVI (RSI Inc. 2004) preprocessing
routine. This routine used published gain and offset specifications, and calculated the sun angle
and earth-sun distance automatically, based on the image acquisition date and time. The Landsat
ETM+ scenes were then subsetted to minimize size while maximizing the land coverage and the
cloud-free area.
The geolocation of the standard (not orthorectified) Landsat ETM+ scenes was evaluated
by comparing the scenes to the appropriate c. 1990 and c. 2000 GeoCover Mosaics (Tucker et al.
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Figure 3.3. The location of the scenes used in the analysis. The outlines show the cloud-free area
of each scene.
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2004). Landsat ETM+ datasets were in both 28.5- and 30-m resolution, and in both the UTM and
Alaska Albers projections. The original resolution and the native projection of each image were
maintained.
An ENVI Decision Tree model was constructed to map the occurrence of snow and ice. The
model classified the pixels that met all the criteria as snow or ice, and was based on the
SNOWMAP algorithm (Hall et al. 2001; Riggs et al. 2003). The SNOWMAP algorithm incorporates
the Normalized Difference Snow Index, which is similar in concept to the NDVI, but is based on
the contrast between short-wave infrared and visible reflectance. The NDSI was calculated (using
Landsat ETM+ bands) as (B2 - B5) / (B2 + B5). Pixels were classified as snow if they met all of
following criteria: high near-infrared reflectance (B4 > .11), high Normalized Difference Snow
Index (NDSI > 0.40), and high visible reflectance (B2 > 0.10).
3.3.2.2 MODIS Swath Data
The Terra satellite (which carries a MODIS sensor) is on the same orbit track as the
Landsat 7 satellite, following 30-40 minutes behind it. The matching MODIS granules for each
Landsat ETM+ image were ordered from the Goddard Earth Sciences Distributed Active Archive
Center (GES DAAC, http://daac.gsfc.nasa.gov/):
1) MOD02QKM, MODIS/Terra Calibrated Radiances 5-Min LIB Swath 250m,
2) MOD02HKM, MODIS/Terra Calibrated Radiances 5-Min LIB Swath 500m, and
3) MOD03, MODIS/Terra Geolocation Fields 5-Min L1A Swath 1km.
The NDVI 2.1 Direct Broadcast Algorithm was obtained from the Direct Readout Portal
(http://directreadout.gsfc.nasa.gov/index.html). This includes a Corrected Reflectance script
{crefl) which applies a simplified atmospheric correction algorithm to MOD02 swaths, and an
script that calculates NDVI and EVI at 250-m resolution. The minimum required inputs for these
scripts are the MODIS swath data at 250-m and 500-m resolution, and the MOD03 geolocation
dataset. The crefl and

ndviscripts were compiled and run on a Red Hat 7.3 virtual workstatio

(VMWare Workstation 4.5.2). The cre/Zalgorithm corrects for Rayleigh scattering and
atmospheric ozone, but not for variable atmospheric effects such as aerosols, thin cirrus clouds,
or water vapor. The

ndviscript calculates both the NDVI and EVI for the swaths from the

corrected reflectance data.
These output data products were then converted to a gridded coordinate system using
the MODIS Swath Reprojection Tool
(http://edcdaac.usgs.gov/landdaac/tools/mrtswath/index.asp). Using nearest neighbour
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resampling, the MODIS swath pixels were mapped into the same projection (Alaskan Albers or
UTM), at precisely the same extent and resolution (28.5-m or 30-m), as the ETM+ source data.
This approach mapped each MODIS swath pixel to roughly 75 smaller pixels with the same
values as the MODIS swath pixel. Mapping the MODIS data to such a high resolution (about ten
times the nominal resolution of the finest MODIS channels) maintained most of the high
geolocation accuracy of the swath format, and facilitated direct comparisons with measurements
derived from higher resolution imagery. It also maintained the orientation of the swath samples
in output coordinate space.
3.3.2.2.1 Identifying Individual MODIS Cells
Resampling to such a high resolution preserved the inherent geolocation accuracy of the
swath, but it complicated the task of aggregating the higher resolution data for each MODIS
pixel. Rather than being represented as a single 250-m pixel, the MODIS cells were represented
as a contiguous, rotated rectangle of approximately 70 30-m pixels or 77 28.5-m pixels (near
nadir). To summarize the higher resolution data for each MODIS cell, the grid processing routines
required a unique identifier for each MODIS cell. The ideal way to isolate single MODIS pixels
would be to map a unique identifier from the swath array into the projected coordinates, but
efforts to accomplish this were unsuccessful.
Instead, a region-group and filter approach was used to isolate single MODIS pixels. A
region-grouping algorithm was applied to the MODIS data in band 2. This identified contiguous
blocks of pixels with the same DN value in the near-infrared. Because of the high (12-bit)
radiometric resolution of MODIS, and the relatively large variation in near-infrared reflectance,
most of the resampled MODIS pixels were uniquely identified by this region-grouping algorithm.
Next, an area threshold was used to extract region-groups that correspond in area to a
single MODIS 250-m pixel. The threshold varied with the resolution—at 30-m resolution, groups
ranging in size from 65 to 75 pixels were extracted; and at 28.5-m resolution, groups ranging in
size from 72 to 82 pixels were extracted.
The behavior of the MODIS Swath Reprojection Tool introduced an additional
complication at the boundaries between adjacent scans (10 km apart at nadir). There is overlap
in the ground coverage of adjacent scans for a wide swath, whisk-broom sensor such as MODIS.
Although nominally, this overlap does not occur until a scan angle of 17-25 degrees (Nishihama
et al. 1997) the MODIS Swath Reprojection Tool interpreted adjacent scan lines as overlapping
slightly even at nadir when the data was reprojected at such a high resolution. For this narrow
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band of overlap, the tool averages the values of the two pixels (one from the bottom of a scan
line, and then next from the top of the next scan line). This produced a narrow strip at the edge
of each scan, adjacent to the top and bottom rows of adjacent scans. The first and last row of
pixels from each scan, and the pixels in this narrow zone of overlap, were excluded from the
analysis by the area threshold. This factor alone excluded about 5% of the MODIS pixels (2 scan
lines out of 40), but the cells excluded were an unbiased sample.
Figure 3.4 shows a subset of MODIS data superimposed on a Landsat ETM+ scene. It
depicts the types of pixels that were excluded by the region-group and filter algorithm. Although
some nominally valid pixels were filtered out by this approach, they were generally not the mixed
pixels of interest to this study. Typical MODIS swath pixels excluded were those at the edge of
the subset (Figure 3.4.a), those that were adjacent to other pixels with identical band 2
reflectance (mostly pure water, Figure 3.4.b), and the first and last pixels in each scan line
(Figure 3.4.c). There were also a few contiguous blocks that were not derived from single MODIS
pixels (Figure 3.4.d), but these were very rare and occur over very homogeneous areas, again
mostly pure water. The excluded pixels were generally an unbiased sample, except that areas of
extremely homogeneous near-infrared reflectance were more likely to be excluded. Most of these
areas were over pure water pixels, which are not of interest to this study; the great majority of
pure water pixels are not excluded.
3.3.2.2.2 Cloud masking
Areas with clouds and haze on either the Landsat ETM+ or MODIS imagery were
excluded by manually delineating these areas with polygons, and then masking those areas from
analysis. The pixels used in the analysis are clear in both the Landsat ETM+ and MODIS data.
Because the scenes were acquired at nearly the same time, the cloud-free area was very similar;
but some movement of clouds did occur between the acquisition times.
3.3.2.3

NPRA earth cover

The NPRA earth cover classification (Ducks Unlimited 2002) was downloaded from the
Alaska Geospatial Data Clearinghouse (http://agdc.usgs.gov). This digital product, published in
1998, was based on eight Landsat Thematic Mapper scenes and three SPOT XS scenes. Over the
Arctic coastal plain area analyzed in this study, the classification was based on two Landsat
Thematic Mapper scenes from July 6 and July 8, 1992. The NPRA classification included two
water classes, an ice class, two aquatic classes, nine vegetation classes (one of which did not
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superimposed on a Landsat ETM+ scene. The region-groups were categorized as valid (single
pixel) or invalid (multiple or partial pixel) based on their area. Invalid pixels are found at the
subscene edge (a), in areas with homogeneous near infrared reflectance (mostly pure water, b),
and at the edges of adjacent MODIS scans (c). Occasionally, in homogeneous areas, this
algorithm may erroneously include noncontiguous partial pixels (d).
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occur in the analyzed areas), and three barren classes (Table 3.1). Its overall accuracy for the
NPRA was rated at 85% for the major classes, and 75% for the minor classes.
The classification was subsetted and reprojected into the same coordinate space as the
Landsat ETM+ image subsets. The snow and ice mask from the ETM+ scene was then merged
into the classified image, adding an additional snow class. The snow mask was used in this
analysis to ensure that snow and ice affected pixels were excluded.
3.3.2.4 MODIS pixel mixture categories
Zonal algorithms were applied to summarize the merged earth cover and snow
classification data. For each 250-m MODIS cell, the counts of each earth cover class were
calculated. These counts were then aggregated to summarize the proportion of water,
vegetation, barren, and snow/ice in each MODIS pixel. For this aggregation, aquatic pixels were
considered half water and half vegetation; and the sparsely vegetated barren class was
considered half barren and half vegetation. The other vegetation classes (including flooded
tundra, since the flooding season had ended) were treated as all vegetation for this calculation.
Categories of pixel mixtures were then determined from the proportions of vegetation,
water, barren and snow using a simple string of logical tests. Each MODIS cell was assigned to
only one category; after it met one of the logical tests the other tests were not applied for that
cell:
•

> 0.95 Vegetation = Pure Vegetation

•

> 0.95 Water = Pure Water

•

> 0.95 Barren = Pure Barren

•

> 0.95 Snow = Pure Snow

•

Vegetation + Water > 0.95 = Mixed Vegetation and Water

•

Vegetation + Barren > 0.95 = Mixed Vegetation and Barren

•

Vegetation + Snow > 0.95 = Mixed Vegetation and Snow

•

Water + Barren > 0.95 = Mixed non-vegetation classes

•

Water + Snow > 0.95 = Mixed non-vegetation classes

•

Barren + Snow > 0.95 = Mixed non-vegetation classes

•

Vegetation > 0.05 = Mixed vegetation and multiple non-vegetated classes

• All others = Mixed non-vegetation classes
The mixed vegetation and snow category and the non-vegetated categories (pure water,
pure barren, pure snow and mixed non-vegetation classes) were excluded from further analysis.
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Table 3.1: Description of classes in NPRA earth cover classification.
Description
Minor Class
Major Class
Water
Fresh or saline waters with little or no particulate
Clear Water
matter. Clear water areas are typically deep (greater
than one meter). The clear water class may contain
small amounts of Arctophila fulva or Carex aquatilis
but generally less than 15% surface coverage of these
species.
Waters that contain particulate matter or shallow (<
Turbid Water
lm), clear water bodies that are spectrally different
from the clear water class. This class typically occurs
in shallow lake shelves, deltaic plumes, and rivers and
lakes with high sediment loads. The turbid water class
may contain small amounts of Arctophila fulva or
Carex aquatilis but generally less than 15% surface
coveraqe of these species.
Aquatic
Associated with lake or pond shorelines and
Carex aquatilis
composed of 50—80% clear or turbid water that was
greater than 10 centimeters deep. The dominant
species was Carex aquatilis. A small percentage of
Arctophila fulva, Hippuris vulgaris, Potenti/la paiustris,
and Caltha paiustris may be present.
Associated with lake or pond shorelines and
Arctophila fulva
composed of 50—80% clear or turbid water that was
greater then 10 centimeters deep. The dominant
species was Arctophila fulva. A small percentage of
Carex aquatilis, Hippuris vulgaris,
and Caitha paiustris may also be present.
Flooded Tundra
Polygon features that retain water throughout the
Low-centered
summer. This class is composed of 25—50% water;
polygons
Carex aquatilisis the dominant species in the
permanently flooded areas. The dryer ridges of the
polygons are composed mostly of
russeoium, Eriophorum vaginatum, Sphagnum spp.,
Saiixspp., Betuia nana, Arctostaphyios spp., and
Ledum palustre.
Continuously flooded areas composed of 25—50%
Non-patterned
water. Carex aquatilis was the dominant species.
Other species may include Hippuris vulgaris, Potentiiia
paiustris, and Caitha paiustris. Non-pattern is
distinguished from low centered polygons by the lack
of polygon features and associated shrub species that
grow on the dry ridges of low centered polygons.
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Table 3.1 continued: Description of classes in NPRA earth cover classification.
Associated with areas of super saturated soils and
Wet Tundra
standing water. Wet tundra often floods in early
summer and generally drains of excess water during
dry periods but remains saturated throughout the
summer. It is composed of 10—25% water; Carex
aquatilisis the dominant species. Other species may
include Eriophorum
angustifo/ium,and other sedges
grasses, and forbs.
Moist Tundra
Dominated by the sedge family. This class commonly
Sedge/Grass
consists of a continuous mat of sedges and grasses
Meadow
with a moss and lichen understory. The dominant
species were Carex aquatilis, Eriophorum
angustifoiium,Eriophorum russeoium, Arctagrostis
iatifolia and Poa arctica. Associated genera include
Cassiope spp.,Ledum spp., and Vaccinium spp..
Dominated by the tussock-forming sedge Eriophorum
Tussock Tundra
vaginatum. Tussock tundra is common throughout the
Arctic Foothills and may be found on well-drained
sites in all areas of the NPR-A. Cottongrass tussocks
are the dominant landscape elements, while moss is
the common understory. Lichen, forbs, and shrubs are
also present in varying densities. Associated genera
include Sa/ixspp.,
Betu/a nana,and
Carex spp..
Associated with low lying lakeshores and dry sandy
Moss/Peat/Lichen
ridges dominated by moss and lichen species. As this
type grades into a sedge type, graminoids such as
Carex aquatilismay increase in cover, forming an
intermediate zone.
Shrub
Associated with ridges and well drained soils and
Dwarf
dominated by shrubs less than 30 centimeters in
height. Because of the relative dryness of the sites on
which this cover type occurs, it is the most species
diverse. Major species included Sa/ixspp., Betuia
nana, Ledum paiustre, Dryasspp., Vaccinium spp.,
Arctostaphyios spp., Eriophorum vaginatum, and
Carex aquatilis. This class frequently occurs over a
substrate of tussocks.
Associated with small streams and rivers, but also
Low
occurring on hillsides in the southern portion of the
NPR-A. This class is dominated by shrubs between 30
centimeters and 1.5 meters in height. Major species
included Sa/ixspp., Betuia nana, Ainuscrispa, and
Ledum paiustre.
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Table 3.1 continued: Description of classes in NPRA earth cover classification.
Found along the Colville River and some of its major
Tall
tributaries, and dominated by Salixspp. over 1.5
meters in height. This class may also contain
significant presence of Alnus crispa over 1.5 meters in
height.
Barren Ground
Associated with streams, rivers, lakes and coastal
Dunes/Dry Sand
beaches. Dominated by dry sand with less than 10%
vegetation. Plant species may include
spp., Sa/ix
spp.,
Astragulus spp.,Carexspp.,
Arctostaphylosspp., and Puccinellia
Occurred
primarily along the coast in areas affected
Sparsely Vegetated
by high or storm tides, in recently drained lake or
pond basins, and where there is bare mineral soil that
is being re-colonized with vegetation. Dominated by
non-vegetated material with 10-30% vegetation. The
vegetation in these areas may include rare plants but
some of the more commonly found species included
Stellaria spp., Poa spp., Salixspp., Astragulus spp.,
Carex spp.,Stellaria spp., Arctostaphylos spp., and
Puccinellia phryganodes.
Associated with river and stream gravel bars,
Other
mountainous areas and urban areas. Includes less
than 10% vegetation. May incorporate dead
vegetation associated with salt burn from ocean
water.
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The pure vegetation and the other mixed pixels with vegetation were retained.
3.3.2.5 Subpixel vegetation signal
This study required an independent estimate of vegetation activity within mixed MODIS
cells that minimized the effect of non-vegetated backgrounds in mixed pixels. For each MODIS
pixel, this subpixel vegetation signal was calculated as:
(Sum of Positive Landsat ETM+ NDVI) / (Total Number of Landsat ETM+ pixels)
This is equivalent to the mean Landsat ETM+ NDVI of each pixel, where negative NDVI
values have been set to zero. This approach provides an estimate of the NDVI without the bias
caused by spectral mixing of vegetation and non-vegetation components at intermediate scales.
It is only an approximate estimate of subpixel vegetation, and several sources of bias remain:
atmospheric effects (the Landsat ETM+ imagery was calibrated to top-of-atmosphere
reflectance); somewhat different spectral response functions between the two sensors (Figure
3.1); and the influence of non-vegetation backgrounds at smaller scales within the Landsat ETM+
pixels. In addition, in comparisons with the EVI some differences are expected simply due to the
different formulas.
The purpose of the subpixei vegetation signal is to provide an estimate of the vegetation
activity in mixed MODIS cells, which excludes the effect of non-vegetated backgrounds at
intermediate scales. In MODIS pixels that are not mixed, differences between the subpixel
vegetation signal may be largely a function of the different sensor characteristics and (for the
EVI), the different algorithm. However, in mixed MODIS pixels the subpixel vegetation signal is
an estimate of the response of an ideal vegetation index (i.e. linear, unaffected by non-vegetated
backgrounds, and scaling to zero with no vegetation signal).
3.3.2.6 Comparison of Landsat ETM+ NDVI and MODIS NDVI and EVI
3.3.2.6.1 Data exploration
The MODIS data, and the higher resolution data aggregated for each MODIS cell, were
exported in tabular form (Table 3.2). The responses of the MODIS Vis were then assessed
qualitatively using scatter plots of the MODIS NDVI and EVI on the subpixel ETM+ NDVI. For
each scene, separate scatter plots for each pixel mixture category were generated (the
categories of interest were mixed vegetation and water, mixed vegetation and barren, mixed
vegetation and multiple non-vegetated classes, and pure vegetation).
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Table 3.2. Variables exported from spatial analysis to statistical package.
Description
Variable
Unique ID for MODIS cell
unique_cent
Horizontal coordinates of cell center
x
Vertical
coordinates of cell center
y
Year and julian date of the data (YYYYJJJ)
sourcedata
Subpixel vegetation signal (average subpixel NDVI, after negative
NDVI set to zero)
pos_signal
MODIS NDVI
mod02_ndvif
MODIS EVI
mod02_evif
MODIS SAVI
mod02_savif
MODIS blue reflectance
mod02_blue
MODIS red reflectance
mod02_red
MODIS near-infrared reflectance
m(xl02_nir
Total number of high resolution pixels in MODIS cell
totalpixels
Number of ETM+ pixels with positive NDVI
l7_posndvict
Flag to identify cloudy pixels or pixels outside of ETM+ coverage
suspect_mask
Count of NPRA earth cover pixels in cloud, shadow, or border classes
npra_kOO_cnt
Count of NPRA earth cover pixels in clear water class
npra_kll_cnt
Count of NPRA earth cover pixels in turbid water class
npra_kl2_cnt
Count of NPRA earth cover pixels in ice class
npra_kl3_cnt
Count of NPRA earth cover pixels in aquatic Carex aquatilisclass
npra_k21_cnt
Count of NPRA earth cover pixels in aquatic Arctophylla fulva class
npra_k22_cnt
Count of NPRA earth cover pixels in flooded tundra, low centered
polygons class
npra_k31_cnt
Count of NPRA earth cover pixels in flooded tundra, non-patterned
class
npra_k32_cnt
Count of NPRA earth cover pixels in wet tundra class
npra_k41_cnt
Count of NPRA earth cover pixels in moist tundra, sedge/grass
meadow class
npra_k51_cnt
Count of NPRA earth cover pixels in moist tundra, tussock tundra
class
npra_k52_cnt
Count of NPRA earth cover pixels in moist tundra, moss/peat/lichen
class
npra_k53_cnt
Count of NPRA earth cover pixels in dwarf shrub tundra class
npra_k61_cnt
Count of NPRA earth cover pixels in low shrub tundra class
npra_k62_cnt
Count of NPRA earth cover pixels in tall shrub tundra class
npra_k63_cnt
Count of NPRA earth cover pixels in barren ground, dunes/dry sand
npra_k71_cnt
class
Count of NPRA earth cover pixels in barren ground, sparsely
vegetated class
npra_k72_cnt
Count of NPRA earth cover pixels in barren ground, other class
npra_k73_cnt
Count of pixels identified as snow or snow-covered ice by SNOWMAP
algorithm___________________________
npra_k81_cnt
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Scatter plots were also generated to plot the fraction of non-vegetated background in
each pixel against the MODIS Vis. For the mixed vegetation and barren pixels, the barren
fraction was plotted against the MODIS Vis. Similarly, the water fraction was plotted against the
MODIS Vis for the mixed vegetation and water pixels. Finally, both the water fraction and barren
fraction were plotted against the MODIS Vis for the mixed vegetation cells with multiple nonvegetated types.
3.3.2.6.2 Regression analysis
Linear regression models were then developed for each of the three midsummer scenes.
The subpixel ETM+ NDVI was better determined (since it excluded some potential bias from nonvegetated backgrounds), and was treated as an independent variable in these analyses. The
subpixel fractions of water or barren ground in each cell were also considered as independent
variables. Quadratic and interaction terms for these variables were also considered. The MODIS
NDVI and EVI values were treated separately as response variables. A nonlinear model was also
considered when residual plots suggested a poor fit of the linear regression models.
Two pixel mixture categories were analyzed: mixed vegetation and water, and mixed
vegetation and barren ground. When unequal variance was observed in the response to the
predictor variables, then an iterative weighted least squares procedure was used to generate
appropriate weights based on the variance of the residuals at different levels of subpixel NDVI
(Neter et al. 1996). The standard deviation of the residuals from an ordinary least squares
analysis was calculated for bins defined by 0.01 units of the subpixel ETM+ NDVI. Initial weights
for a weighted least squares analysis were then calculated as l/(Standard Deviation)2and a
weighted least squares analysis was conducted using these weights. The process was then
repeated using the residuals from the weighted least squares analysis. Iterations continued until
the regression coefficients stabilized.
Two models were considered for each combination of pixel mixture category and MODIS
VI. First, a simple linear or quadratic model with the subpixel ETM+ NDVI as the independent
variable was fitted (the model order depended on the pattern observed in the scatter plots).
Then a model which also included the subpixel fraction of the dominant non-vegetated type was
considered.
If the first two models did not successfully model the response over the full range of
subpixel ETM+ NDVI and subpixel non-vegetated fractions, then additional models were
considered. The third model considered was a more complex model which included a quadratic
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term for the subpixel non-vegetated fraction and interaction terms. For the quadratic models,
variables with quadratic terms were centered by subtracting a constant value from each
observation (corresponding approximately to the mean of this variable across the three scenes),
to remediate against multicollinearity. The final regression model considered was a nonlinear
hyperbolic model that included only the subpixel ETM+ NDVI as the independent variable.
Criteria for evaluating the models included the correlation coefficients and overall error
estimates (absolute error and root mean square error) for each model. The absolute error was
calculated by taking the mean of the absolute value of the residuals. In addition, a residual
analysis was conducted which plotted the distribution of residuals at different levels of the
subpixel non-vegetated fraction (either water or barren ground). The mean and standard
deviation of the residuals were summarized for bins of 0.05 units of water or barren fraction, and
plots were constructed depicting the mean residual bounded by one standard deviation.
The units of the prediction errors were in the native units of each MODIS vegetation
index. Since these vegetation indices had a different dynamic range, these errors could not be
directly compared. In addition to reporting the errors in the original units, the EVI error estimates
were also standardized based on the dynamic range of each index. The range of VI units
between bare soil or rock and the peak vegetation VI observed was determined for both the
MODIS NDVI and the MODIS EVI; and the EVI error estimates were multiplied by the ratio of the
MODIS NDVI dynamic range to the MODIS EVI dynamic range. To facilitate comparisons of the
residual plots, the same vertical scale was used for all the plots, with the MODIS EVI scaled so
that it also matched the range of the NDVI plots.
3.4

Results

3.4.1 Landsat ETM+ Geolocation
The orthorectified Landsat GeoCover datasets (Tucker et al. 2004) were treated as
geolocation truth for the purpose of evaluating and refining the geolocation of the Landsat ETM+
scenes used in this study. The c. 1990 orthorectified GeoCover mosaic was reported to have an
estimated RMS error of ~50 m, while the c. 2000 GeoCover datasets had an RMS error of ~75 m
(Tucker et al. 2004). Some of the scenes used in this study were c. 2000 GeoCover scenes, while
others were received with only sensor geometric corrections applied. In all cases they had very
good geolocation over the flat Arctic coastal plain—visual comparisons indicated that the
geolocation of all the scenes used in this analysis was within a single pixel of the c. 1990
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orthorectified GeoCover mosaic.
3.4.2

Landsat ETM+ Classification
The subsetted, reprojected, and masked NPRA classifications for the three mid-summer

scenes (combining the existing earth cover map with Landsat ETM+ snow mask) are depicted in
Figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8, with a legend on Figure 3.5. The class distributions are summarized in
Tables 3.3 and 3.4. The three mid-summer scenes were near each other, all on the NPRA Arctic
coastal plain, but had minimal overlap (Figure 3.3). Overall, the most abundant major classes
were moist tundra (32.3%), water (29.9%), and flooded tundra (17.3%). Wet tundra (8.9%) and
aquatic (4.6%) were next, followed by shrub tundra (3.2%), barren ground (2.4%), and
snow/ice (1.5%).
3.4.3 Aggregation of Landsat ETM+ to MODIS pixels
These higher resolution classifications were aggregated to the nominal MODIS 250-m
cells. The nominal MODIS 250-m cells were derived from single MODIS swath pixels gridded at
28.5-30-m resolution, maintaining the original swath geometry. Maps of the distribution of
different pixel mixture categories are depicted in Figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8, with the legend on
Figure 3.5. The counts and frequencies of the pixel mixture categories are summarized in Tables
3.5 and 3.6. Despite the mosaicked appearance of the Arctic coastal plain, this analysis indicated
that at 250-m resolution, the single largest category (37.0% overall) was pure vegetation
(defined here as > 95% vegetation). The mixed vegetation and water category was nearly as
abundant (32.4% overall), and was the largest category in one of the three summer scenes. Pure
water (defined as > 95% water) was also common, representing 16.3% of the area overall. The
other categories were minor in comparison.
The categories important to this analysis were those that contain some vegetation, and
the frequency distribution of these is summarized in Table 3.7. Overall, nearly half (49.5%) of
these cells were defined as pure vegetation, 43.2% were mixed vegetation and water, 2.7%
were mixed vegetation and barren, and 4.7% were mixtures of vegetation with multiple nonvegetated classes.
The dominant type of mixed pixel on the Arctic coastal plain in mid-summer was the
vegetation/water type. This category encompassed a wide range of vegetation/water
combinations, from 5% up to 95% for each. Table 3.8 shows that vegetation was more abundant
than water overall within this category. Just over half of the mixed vegetation and water cells
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Figure 3.5: Legend classes for Figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8. The legend on the left describes the
classes in the NPRA Earth Cover classification. The legend on the right describes the aggregated
pixel mixture categories.
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Figure 3.6: Image data for 1 August 2000. NPRA earth cover classification (top) and aggregated
pixel mixture categories (bottom) for the 1 August 2000 scenes.
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Figure 3.7: Image data for 18 August 2001. NPRA earth cover classification (top) and aggregated
pixel mixture categories (bottom) for the 18 August 2001 scenes.
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Table 3.3. Counts of NPRA earth cover types for three mid-summer scenes. These counts are
based on the NPRA earth-cover classification and Landsat ETM+ snow mask.

Class
Clear Water
Turbid Water
Ice
Aquatic, Carex aquatilis
Aquatic, Arctophila
fulva
Flooded Tundra, Lowcentered Polygons
Flooded Tundra, Non
patterned
Wet Tundra
Moist Tundra,
Sedge/Grass Meadow
Moist Tundra, Tussock
Tundra
Moist Tundra,
Moss/Peat/Lichen
Dwarf Shrub Tundra
Low Shrub Tundra
Barren, Dunes/Dry
Sand
Barren, Sparsely
Vegetated
Barren, Other
Snow
Total

14 August
2000
1187515
806574
175426
417163

29 July
2001
1221987
1349736
384817
345159

20 August
2002
1365374
1811570
588593
429697

Total
3774876
3967880
1148836
1192019

33369

91917

64044

189330

770586

1204052

1765422

3740060

297977
554098

547277
1068228

563094
1018531

1408348
2640857

1110402

952701

774801

2837904

1424460

2091152

2009033

5524645

188078
131924
42023

367428
185828
279634

680203
70141
229083

1235709
387893
550740

80719

48398

124996

254113

46942
130832
63172
7461260

28570
50793
360739
10578416

69624
128550
17907
11710663

145136
310175
441818
29750339
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Table 3.4. Percentage summary of NPRA earth-cover classes for three mid-summer scenes.
Based on NPRA earth-cover classification and Landsat ETM+ snow mask.

Class
Clear Water
Turbid Water
Ice
Aquatic, Carex aquatilis
Aquatic, Arctophila fulva
Flooded Tundra, Low-centered
Polygons
Flooded Tundra, Non-patterned
Wet Tundra
Moist Tundra, Sedge/Grass
Meadow
Moist Tundra, Tussock Tundra
Moist Tundra, Moss/Peat/Lichen
Dwarf Shrub Tundra
Low Shrub Tundra
Barren, Dunes/Dry Sand
Barren, Sparsely Vegetated
Barren, Other
Snow

1 August
2000
15.9%
10.8%
2.4%
5.6%
0.4%

18 August
2001
11.6%
12.8%
3.6%
3.3%
0.9%

29 July
2002
11.7%
15.5%
5.0%
3.7%
0.5%

Total
12.7%
13.3%
3.9%
4.0%
0.6%

10.3%
4.0%
7.4%

11.4%
5.2%
10.1%

15.1%
4.8%
8.7%

12.6%
4.7%
8.9%

14.9%
19.1%
2.5%
1.8%
0.6%
1.1%
0.6%
1.8%
0.8%

9.0%
19.8%
3.5%
1.8%
2.6%
0.5%
0.3%
0.5%
3.4%

6.6%
17.2%
5.8%
0.6%
2.0%
1.1%
0.6%
1.1%
0.2%

9.5%
18.6%
4.2%
1.3%
1.9%
0.9%
0.5%
1.0%
1.5%
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Table 3.5. Counts of MODIS pixel mixture categories for three mid-summer subsets. Each MODIS
pixel is categorized based on the mixture of earth-cover categories derived from NPRA earthcover map and Landsat ETM+ snow mask.

Mixture Class
Pure Vegetation
Mixed Vegetation and
Water
Mixed Vegetation and
Barren
Three mixed classes
(>10% Vegetation)
Pure Water
Pure Barren
Two mixed non
vegetation classes
Three mixed classes
(<10% Vegetation)
Total
Total (Classes with
vegetation)

1 August
2000
33331

Raw counts
18 August
2001
59584

29 July
2002
51393

Total
144308

35163

42378

48495

126036

2892

1402

3569

7863

5776
15838
447

2738
22037
142

5091
25476
428

13605
63351
1017

992

437

930

2359

2455
96894

21329
150047

7174
142556

30958
389497

77162

106102

108548

291812
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Table 3.6. Each MODIS pixel is categorized based on the mixture of earth-cover categories
derived from NPRA earth-cover map and Landsat ETM+ snow mask.

Mixture Class
Pure Vegetation
Mixed Vegetation and
Water
Mixed Vegetation and
Barren
Three mixed classes
(>10% Vegetation)
Pure Water
Pure Barren
Two mixed non
vegetation classes
Three mixed classes
(<10% Vegetation)

1 August
2000
34.4%

18 August
2001
39.7%

29 July
2002
36.1%

Total
37.0%

36.3%

28.2%

34.0%

32.4%

3.0%

0.9%

2.5%

2.0%

6.0%
16.3%
0.5%

1.8%
14.7%
0.1%

3.6%
17.9%
0.3%

3.5%
16.3%
0.3%

1.0%

0.3%

0.7%

0.6%

2.5%

14.2%

5.0%

7.9%
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Table 3.7. Frequencies of pixel mixture categories for vegetated MODIS pixels. The nonvegetated pixel mixture categories were excluded.

Mixture Class
Pure Vegetation
Mixed Vegetation and
Water
Mixed Vegetation and
Barren
Three mixed classes
(>10% Vegetation)

1 August
2000
43.2%

18 August
2001
56.2%

29 July
2002
47.3%

Total
49.5%

45.6%

39.9%

44.7%

43.2%

3.7%

1.3%

3.3%

2.7%

7.5%

2.6%

4.7%

4.7%
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Table 3.8: Frequency distribution of subpixel vegetation in mixed vegetation and water MODIS
cells.

Veg/Water Mixture Class
Veg 0-5%
Veg 5-25%
Veg 25-50%
Veg 50-75%
Veg 75-95%

1 August
2000
0.2%
9.6%
13.7%
24.4%
52.1%

18 August
2001
0.2%
11.3%
14.6%
23.6%
50.3%

29 July
2002
0.3%
10.8%
14.8%
24.3%
49.8%

Total
0.2%
10.7%
14.4%
24.1%
50.6%
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had a proportion of vegetation > 0.75, and another quarter had a proportion of vegetation
between 0.50 and 0.75. There was very little variation between scenes in this frequency
distribution.
3.4.4 Comparison of Landsat ETM+ NDVI and MODIS NDVI and EVI
3.4.4.1 Data Exploration
The relationship between the MODIS NDVI and subpixel Landsat ETM+ NDVI in different
categories of mixed pixel, as well as pure pixels, is depicted in Figure 3.9. In mixed vegetation
and barren pixels, the relationship was basically linear with fairly constant variance. On the other
hand, for the mixed vegetation and water, and the mixed vegetation with multiple non-vegetated
types, there was a curvilinear relationship and the variance in the MODIS NDVI increased as the
subpixel ETM+ NDVI decreased. The pure vegetation category had a basically linear response.
The effect of the subpixel fraction of water or barren ground was explored in the scatter
plots in Figure 3.10. In pixels with mixed vegetation and barren ground, the MODIS NDVI
decreased linearly as the proportion of barren ground increased; and the variance was fairly
constant. The mixed vegetation and water pixels had a curvilinear response to increasing water
fraction, with a much flatter response at low levels of water, which became steeper as the water
fraction increased. The variance of the MODIS NDVI also increased dramatically as the water
fraction increased. For the mixed vegetation and multiple non-vegetated category, barren ground
and water were both present in varying quantities along with vegetation. There was a great deal
of scatter when there was a low proportion of barren ground, because the water fraction could
vary nearly from 5-95%. Similarly, at low proportions of water, the barren fraction could vary
over the same range. The very high scatter in the relationship between the barren ground
fraction and the MODIS NDVI in these cells appeared to be a function of the variable water
fraction possible in these cells, rather than the barren ground fraction itself.
The relationship between the MODIS EVI and subpixel ETM+ NDVI is presented in Figure
3.11. Overall, the response of the MODIS EVI was similar across different types of mixed pixel.
The response was generally linear and the variance of MODIS EVI was also fairly constant across
the range of subpixel ETM+ NDVI. Plots of the MODIS EVI against subpixel non-vegetated
fractions (Figure 3.12) suggest a similar, background independent linear response. The MODIS
EVI decreased in a steady linear way as the fraction of water or barren ground increased in a
cell. The EVI was somewhat lower in cells where the background is water, compared to barren
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Figure 3.9. Scatter plots of MODIS NDVI v. subpixel Landsat ETM+ NDVI, for different pixel
mixture categories, 29 July 2002.
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Figure 3.10. Response of MODIS NDVI to non-vegetated subpixel fraction, 29 July 2002. Plot A is
composed of mixed vegetation and barren cells; plot B of mixed vegetation and water cells. Plots
C and D have both barren and water fractions.
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Plots C and D have both barren and water fractions.
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ground.
The scatter plots for 1 August 2000 and 18 August 20001 (not shown) had similar
patterns for both MODIS NDVI and EVI. The data were analyzed separately for each scene.
3.4.4.2 Regression Analysis
An iterative reweighted least squares multiple regression approach (Neter et al. 1996) was
applied to remediate the nonconstant variance in the MODIS NDVI as the subpixel ETM+ NDVI
and water fraction varied. This was only applied for the quadratic models predicting the MODIS
NDVI response over the mixed vegetation and water pixels. Ordinary least squares multiple
regression was applied in all other cases. All of the linear regression models tested were
significant at a level of p=0.01 or higher, and nearly all of the parameters were also significant at
a level of 0.01. The large sample sizes (> 35000 for mixed vegetation and water cells, and >
1400 for the mixed vegetation and barren cells) were a factor in these high significance levels.
The error estimates (both overall and at different levels of non-vegetated subpixel fractions)
were the primary criteria used to determine whether the more complex regression models were
appropriate.
The coefficients and overall error estimates for the regression models predicting the
MODIS NDVI over mixed vegetation and water pixels are presented in Table 3.9. The simplest
linear regression model (a) predicted the MODIS NDVI based on only the subpixel ETM+ NDVI,
with a linear and quadratic term. The next model (b) added the proportion of water as an
additional independent variable. The third model (c) contained a quadratic term for the water
fraction, as well as terms which account for interactions between the proportion of water and the
subpixel NDVI. Finally, the hyperbolic model (d) included only the subpixel ETM+ NDVI as a
predictor, in a nonlinear form. The overall error estimates varied between the scenes, with the 18
August 2001 scene having higher errors than the other two scenes. Also, the overall errors were
only reduced slightly as extra terms are added. The root mean square errors were close to twice
as large as the absolute error, which suggested that some residuals are much larger than the
absolute error. The coefficients also varied substantially from scene to scene for the mixed pixels
with water. In the simplest model, the variation was most pronounced for the quadratic term of
subpixel ETM+ NDVI, suggesting that the extent of curvilinearity in the relationship between the
subpixel ETM+ NDVI and the MODIS NDVI was variable. Because this analysis was a weighted
least squares regression, the coefficient of correlation was not meaningful and so was not
calculated.
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Table 3.9 Coefficients, coefficient of correlation, and overall error estimates for models predicting
the MODIS NDVI over mixed pixels with vegetation and water. The models considered were
subpixel NDVI only (simplest model),
)s
b
ubpixel NDVI and subpixel non-vegetat
(intermediate model), c) subpixel NDVI, subpixel non-vegetated fraction (including quadratic
term), and interaction terms (complex model), and
hyperbolic function of subpixel NDVI only
(nonlinear model). Coefficient of correlation was not calculated for weighted linear regression
models (
-a
c.)
1 August 2000
Coefficients
Constant
Subpixel ETM+ NDVI
Proportion of Water
(Subpixel ETM+ NDVI)2
(Proportion of Water)2
Interaction Prop Water x Subpixel NDVI
Interaction PropWater x (Subpixel NDVI)2

b

a

c

0.518 0.542
0.846 0.855
0.122 0.147
-0.141 -0.666 -0.753
0.030
-0.374
-0.413
0.541
0.700

r5
Absolute Error
RMS Error

0.039
0.072

Coefficients

a

0.036
0.066

(Subpixel ETM+ NDVI)2
(Proportion of Water)2
Interaction PropWater x Subpixel NDVI
Interaction PropWater x (Subpixel NDVI)2

b

-0.197
0.019, 0.164

0.773
0.039
0.061

0.036
0.065

18 August 2001
Constant
Subpixel ETM+ NDVI
Proportion of Water

n = 35159
d

c

n = 44942
d

0.525 0.532
0.676 0.703
0.053 0.087
-0.989 -1.192 -0.275
0.184
0.636
-0.342
0.532
0.632

-0.237
0.013, 0.141

0.757
0.050
0.080

T~
Absolute Error
RMS Error

0.053
0.091

Coefficients
Constant
Subpixel ETM+ NDVI
Proportion of Water

a

0.053
0.090

0.052
0.087

n = 48403

29 July 2002

(Subpixel ETM+ NDVI)2
(Proportion of Water)2
Interaction PropWater x Subpixel NDVI
Interaction PropWater x (Subpixel NDVI)2

b

c

0.499 0.519
0.772 0.810
0.104 0.126
-0.082 -0.948 -0.396
0.088
0.050
-0.448
0.512
0.756

Significant at p < 0.01

-0.306
0.025, 0.129

0.807

7“
Absolute Error
RMS Error

d

0.040
0.073

0.037
0.066

0.036
0.062

0.036
0.062
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The residual analysis for the MODIS NDVI models for mixed vegetation and water pixels
(Figure 3.13) demonstrated two things. First, the standard deviation of the residuals increased
gradually but steadily as the water fraction increased, with more rapid increases in error at
higher water fractions. Second, the mean residuals departed from zero at higher water fractions,
indicating that with these models, the subpixel ETM+ NDVI poorly explained the MODIS NDVI at
higher water fractions. At water fractions ranging from about 0.6 to 0.7, the standard deviation
of residuals exceeded 0.1 units of NDVI. This was a large error, but this was not surprising
considering how the variability in the scatter plots increases as the water fraction increased, and
as the subpixel ETM+ NDVI decreased. The departure of the mean residuals from zero at higher
water fractions was more pronounced for the two simpler models. It appeared that these models
fitted the data fairly well at low to moderate water fractions, but departed from the observed
MODIS NDVI at water fractions above .65 or .70. In the model with the additional quadratic and
interaction terms this problem still occurred, but to a lesser extent, suggesting that there are
complex interactions between the water fraction and subpixel ETM+. The residuals had similar
standard deviations for all the linear regression models, which indicated that accounting for these
interactions did not reduce the overall variance in the response of MODIS NDVI at high water
fractions.
The nonlinear hyperbolic model was considered because the residual plots for the linear
regression models indicated a poor fit, in particular as the mean residuals departed from zero at
higher subpixel water fractions (Figure 3.13). This suggested that the parabolic response, based
on the quadratic transformations of the subpixel ETM+ NDVI and subpixel water fraction, was
not appropriate. The scatter plots (Figure 3.9 b) suggest that the response was more asymptotic
than parabolic. The hyperbolic model took the form:
MODIS NDVI = A + (B + Subpixel ETM+ NDVI)/(C + Subpixel ETM+ NDVI), where
A = intercept, and
B and C = model parameters.
Parameters were estimated in SPSS by the Levenberg-Marquardt method, with initial parameters
of A=0, B=0.01, C=0.1, and sum-of-squares and parameter convergence thresholds of 1 * 10-8.
No weighting procedure was used with the hyperbolic model, because the model fit was
acceptable without weighting. The hyperbolic model had lower absolute and root mean square
errors than the three linear regression models (Table 3.9). The residual plots (Figure 3.13) also
demonstrated a better fit, with the mean residuals no longer departing from zero as the subpixel
water fraction increased. The variance of the MODIS NDVI still increased substantially as the
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Figure 3.13. The distribution of residuals, binned by subpixel water fraction, for models predicting
the MODIS NDVI over mixed vegetation and water pixels. The thicker middle lines are the mean
residual for each bin, while the thinner lines at the top and bottom are one standard deviation
above and below the mean residual.
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subpixel water fraction increased, though this increase was somewhat less than with the linear
regression models. The coefficient of correlation was calculated for the hyperbolic models, and
ranged from 0.757 to 0.807.
The MODIS NDVI response over mixed vegetation and barren ground (Table 3.10, top)
was modeled (a) using only the subpixel ETM+ NDVI as a linear predictor, and (b) with the
subpixel barren fraction as an additional predictor. The models which included the subpixel
proportion of barren ground had only marginally higher r-squared values and marginally lower
error estimates than the simpler model. The residual plots (Figure 3.14) demonstrated that the
mean errors were consistently near zero, and that the distribution of the residuals was stable and
tighter than in the vegetation and water models. There was little reason to choose the more
complex model over the simplest one in this case, even though the subpixel barren fraction term
is significant in two of the three scenes.
The response of the MODIS EVI over the same mixed pixels is described in Table 3.10.
There was little difference between the response of vegetation and water pixels (middle) and
vegetation and barren ground pixels (bottom). The models considered in each case were (a) the
simple model with only the Landsat ETM+ NDVI as a linear predictor, and (b) the model with the
subpixel water or barren fraction as an additional predictor. The absolute and RMS errors were
much smaller than in the MODIS NDVI models, but partly this was due to the fact that MODIS
NDVI values were larger, and the errors were reported in the units of the MODIS VI. To correct
for this, a scaling factor of 1.44 was applied to the EVI errors to make them roughly comparable
to NDVI units. This scaling factor was based on the range between bare soil and peak vegetation
conditions for each MODIS vegetation index over the study area. With this scaling factor applied,
the errors predicting the MODIS EVI were still slightly smaller than the errors predicting the
MODIS NDVI over mixed pixels with barren ground, and substantially smaller than the errors
when predicting the MODIS NDVI over mixed pixels with water.
Although the two pixel mixture categories were analyzed separately, the coefficients of
the predictive models for the MODIS EVI were very similar. The models for vegetation and water
pixels did have slightly higher overall error estimates than the models for vegetation and barren
pixels, and lower r-squared values in two of the three scenes. In general, the response of the
MODIS EVI over both types of mixed pixels can be explained quite well by the subpixel ETM+
alone. The change in r-squared and the overall error estimates are minimal when the additional
information about the subpixel non-vegetated fractions is added as a predictor.
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Table 3.10 Coefficients, coefficient of correlation, and overall error estimates for models
predicting the MODIS NDVI over mixed vegetation and barren ground pixels (1), and for models
predicting the MODIS EVI over both mixed vegetation and water (2), and mixed vegetation and
barren ground pixels (3). The models considered were a) subpixel NDVI or EVI only (simplest
model),
b)subpixel NDVI or EVI and subpixel non-vegetated fraction (intermediate model).
1) MODIS NDVI, Mixed pixels and barren ground (ordinary least squares regression)
29 July 2002
18 August 2001
1 August 2000
n = 3569
n = 1402
n=
2
a
b
a
b
a
b
Coefficients
0.043
0.072
0.052
0.074
0.091
0.093
Constant
1.090
1.026
1.097
1.051
1.007
1.004
Subpixel ETM+ NDVI
-0.027
-0.023
-0.001
Proportion of Barren
r2
Absolute Error
RMS Error

0.907
0.025
0.036

0.907
0.025
0.036

0.854
0.036
0.048

0.855
0.035
0.048

0.936
0.022
0.028

0.937
0.022
0.028

2) MODIS EVI, Mixed vegetation and water (ordinary least squares regression)
29 July 2002
18 August 2001
1 August 2000
n = 48403
n = 44942
n =35159
b
a
b
b
a
a
Coefficients
■0.016 -0.001 -0.008
0.001 -0.025 -0.004 ■
Constant
0.645
0.630
0.586 0.637 0.576 0.603
Subpixel ETM+ NDVI
0.007
0.014
0.027
Proportion of Water
r2
Absolute Error
RMS Error
Absolute Error (scaled to NDVI)
RMS Error (scaled to NDVI)

0.879
0.020
0.026
0.029
0.038

0.881
0.020
0.026
0.029
0.038

0.824
0.025
0.032
0.036
0.046

0.824
0.025
0.032
0.036
0.046

0.902
0.017
0.023
0.025
0.033

0.902
0.017
0.023
0.025
0.033

3) MODIS EVI, Mixed pixels and barren ground (ordinar least squares regr<;ssion)
29 July 2002
18 August 2001
1 August 2000
n - 3569
n = 1402
n = 2892
b
a
b
a
b
a
Coefficients
0.000 0.007 -0.008
0.002
-0.007
0.012
Constant
0.655
0.623
0.585
0.576 0.612 0.581
Subpixel ETM+ NDVI
0.013
0.002
0.019
Proportion of Barren

Absolute Error
RMS Error
Absolute Error (scaled to NDVI)
RMS Error (Scaled to NDVI)
Significant at p=0.01

0.898
0.016
0.022
0.024
0.031

0.900
0.016
0.022
0.023
0.031

0.814
0.023
0.030
0.033
0.043

0.814
0.023
0.030
0.033
0.043

0.928
0.013
0.017
0.019
0.025

0.929
0.013
0.017
0.019
0.024
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Subpixel Barren Fraction
Figure 3.14. The distribution of residuals, binned by subpixel barren fraction, for models
predicting the MODIS NDVI over mixed vegetation and barren ground pixels. The thicker middle
lines are the mean residual for each bin, while the thinner lines at the top and bottom are one
standard deviation above and below the mean residual.
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The residual plots for the EVI models over mixed vegetation and water pixels (Figure
3.15) and mixed vegetation and barren ground (Figure 3.16) show that the mean error was very
close to zero at nearly all levels of subpixel non-vegetated fractions. There were some slight
indications of curvilinear responses, for example mean residuals tended to be slightly below zero
at high subpixel water fractions. However, these departures were very small, less than 0.01 EVI
units. The dispersal of residuals increased somewhat as the subpixel water fraction increased
(though not nearly as much as in the MODIS NDVI model). The dispersal of residuals for the
MODIS EVI model in mixed vegetation and barren pixels was stable.
3.5

Discussion
Overall, the performance of the MODIS NDVI over mixed vegetation and water pixels was

lower than performance of the MODIS EVI over the same pixels, and the MODIS NDVI
performance decreased as the subpixel water fraction increased. Over mixed vegetation and
barren ground pixels, the performance of the MODIS NDVI and EVI was similar, and remained
stable as the barren ground fraction increased. The MODIS NDVI had a curvilinear response to
subpixel water fractions and a linear response to subpixel barren ground, while the MODIS EVI
has nearly the same linear response to water and barren ground.
The response of the MODIS NDVI to subpixel water fractions was very noisy, especially at
higher water fractions. The spectral characteristics of water in Arctic Alaska are highly variable,
even when ice is excluded (as it was in this analysis). To simplify, two main spectral categories of
water occur: deep (dark) water, and shallow (or silty) water. Some lakes are all deep or all
shallow, while others have a shallow shelf and a deeper center. At the resolution of the MODIS
cells both shallow and deep water fractions are likely to occur in a single mixed vegetation and
water cell. While water depth is largely static, the spectral characteristics are also determined by
sediments which vary over time. Also, although cells with ice were excluded from this analysis,
ice is yet another (spectrally distinct) form of water that may persist well into the summer in
deep lakes (Ducks Unlimited 2002).
As a ratio-based index, the NDVI is sensitive to small variations near the origin in
red/near-infrared coordinate space. While both shallow and deep water have low near-infrared
reflectance, shallow water has a much higher red reflectance than deep, dark water. In mixed
vegetation and water cells, this variation in the red reflectance of water has no significance in
terms of vegetation characteristics but may have a substantial effect on the MODIS NDVI
observed for the mixed cell.
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Subpixel Water Fraction
Figure 3.15. The distribution of residuals, binned by subpixel water fraction, for models predicting
the MODIS EVI over mixed vegetation and water pixels. The thicker middle lines are the mean
residual for each bin, while the thinner lines at the top and bottom are one standard deviation
above and below the mean residual.
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Figure 3.16. The distribution of residuals, binned by subpixel barren fraction, for models
predicting the MODIS EVI over mixed vegetation and barren ground pixels. The thicker middle
lines are the mean residual for each bin, while the thinner lines at the top and bottom are one
standard deviation above and below the mean residual.
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Another factor contributing to the noise and curvilinearity of the MODIS NDVI may be the
non-linearity of the NDVI algorithm. The NDVI is functionally equivalent to, and a non-linear
stretch of, the simple ratio. Because of the stretch it is more sensitive at low simple ratio values,
and relatively insensitive at high simple ratio values (Huete et al. 1999). The nonlinearity of the
algorithm cannot explain all the noise and curvilinearity of the MODIS NDVI response, however,
because the response over mixed vegetation and barren ground was linear with fairly constant
error variance.
Other sources of error are inherent in comparisons of coarse MODIS data with NDVI from
higher resolution imagery. There are residual geolocation errors, spectral contributions from
outside the pixel, and differences in spectral bandwidth and atmospheric correction for the
MODIS and ETM+ data used in the study. While these factors may have contributed to the noise
in the response, it is clear the MODIS NDVI in mixed vegetation and water pixels is far more
susceptible to this noise than the other combinations evaluated.
Water within the 30-m Landsat ETM+ pixels is also a source of noise and bias. It is
expected that subpixel water has broadly the same effect on the ETM+ NDVI that it does on the
MODIS NDVI: as the subpixel water fraction increases, there would be a curvilinear decrease in
ETM+ NDVI (slow at first, then more rapid) with increasing noise as the water fraction increased.
This would tend to cause a positive bias in the aggregated subpixel ETM+ NDVI due to both the
curvilinear response, and the method of calculating the subpixel ETM+ NDVI (which excludes
negative values). Since the subpixel ETM+ NDVI was the basis for evaluating the performance of
both the MODIS NDVI and EVI, this source of error affected the MODIS NDVI and EVI
comparisons to the same extent.
3.6

Conclusions
This analysis indicated that the MODIS EVI performed well over mixed pixels on the

Arctic coastal plain at mid-summer, based on comparisons with subpixel ETM+ NDVI. The
response of the MODIS EVI was similar over mixed pixels with water and barren ground. The
MODIS NDVI performed well in mixed pixels with vegetation and barren ground, but performed
more poorly in vegetation and water pixels. The performance of the MODIS NDVI over these
pixels also decreased as the subpixel water fraction increased. The MODIS NDVI appeared to be
very susceptible to bias and noise from subpixel water fractions. The MODIS NDVI had a linear
response to the subpixel ETM+ NDVI with subpixel barren fractions, while the MODIS EVI had a
near linear response to the subpixel vegetation signal in all the mixed pixels examined (whether
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the vegetation is mixed with water, barren ground, or both). A substantial proportion of this
study area was affected: 30% of the vegetated MODIS cells in the study area have more than
20% water cover, and 15% have more than 50% water.
Of course, the true measure of a vegetation index is how well it relates to biophysical
parameters such as green biomass, leaf area index or fraction of photosynthetically absorbed
radiation. Past research on vegetation index/biophysical parameter relationships over Arctic
tundra was focused on the performance of the NDVI over pure pixels of Arctic tundra, because
the presence of some bias in NDVI over mixed pixels was expected. However, extrapolation of
NDVI relationships from pure pixels to mixed pixels; or from a fine scale to a coarse scale is
problematic when the performance of NDVI is poor over pixels with partial water cover. The
MODIS EVI appears to be more suitable for extrapolating results to heterogeneous portions of
the landscape on the Arctic coastal plain, where the occurrence and variability of non-vegetated
backgrounds are extensive.
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CHAPTER 4.

MODELING THE RESPONSE OF MODIS NDVI AND EVI OVER MIXED

PIXELS IN ARCTIC ALASKA WITH SPECTRAL MIXTURE MODELS
Abstract
Linear spectral mixing models were used to simulate mixed MODIS pixels with
sedge/grass meadow or tussock tundra vegetation and one or two non-vegetated background
types. The response of the MODIS NDVI over mixed pixels was highly dependent on the nonvegetated background type, while the MODIS EVI response was largely insensitive to this factor.
The spectral mixture models indicated that there was a strongly curvilinear response of the
MODIS NDVI to subpixel water fractions. At high water fractions, the response was very sensitive
to type of water (deep/dark, shallow, or turbid). At low water fractions the response was very
sensitive to the extent of ice in the water. The MODIS EVI had a near linear response for all nonvegetated background types, except for ice fractions in excess of approximately 50%.
4.1

Introduction
Vegetation indices from moderate resolution satellite sensors such as the Moderate

Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) are a valuable tool to monitor landscape
processes and vegetation phenology during the short growing season in Arctic Alaska.
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) measurements from the Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) have been applied to develop vegetation classifications based on
phenological metrics (Stow et al. 2000; Markon 2001) and to characterize intra-annual and inter
annual patterns of vegetation activity (Shabanov et al. 2002; Hope et al. 2003; Jia and Epstein
2003; Stow et al. 2003; Jia et al. 2004; Riedel et al. 2005). The NDVI has also been applied for
caribou research. The timing, rate, location, and intensity of vegetation development are of
particular importance to caribou during calving and lactation. AVHRR NDVI data have been used
to characterize the quantity and quality of vegetation available to caribou during this critical
period (Kelleyhouse 2001; Griffith et al. 2002; Stow et al. 2004).
However, non-vegetated backgrounds occur at the scale of moderate resolution (2501000-m) sensors and these can bias or mask the signal from vegetation. The prevalence of
standing water, small water bodies, snow and ice cover are among the challenges to synoptic,
optical remote sensing in the Arctic (Stow et al. 2004). The Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI)
developed for MODIS was designed to be less influenced by non-vegetation background noise
than the NDVI (Huete et al. 1999).
Non-vegetated backgrounds vary in time as well as space. Snow and ice accumulate and
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melt; water floods or drains; and canopy closure occurs, blocking the soil surface. An ideal
vegetation index would have a direct response to the quantity and quality of vegetation, and
would be unaffected by these sometimes variable background components (except to the extent
that they reduced the vegetation cover). A particularly dynamic period, when non-vegetated
backgrounds are more abundant and highly variable, is the period of snowmelt and vegetation
green up. This is a critical period for both vegetation development (Stow et al. 2004) and
wildlife—calving for many mammals, and nesting for birds. The earliest vegetation growth often
occurs alongside remaining patches of melting snow and ice. Substantial, and ephemeral,
flooding is also common at this stage. Although cloud cover is common, several days of clear
weather may also occur during a single composite period, and snowmelt and vegetation growth
would likely to respond to these clear, sunny days. If several clear images were available, then
the information they provide about this critical time period would be very valuable—especially if
the confounding effects of water and snow could be minimized.
The extent of subpixel water for the Arctic coastal plain depends on both the resolution
of the sensor and the definition of subpixel water. In figure 4.1 the subpixel water fraction was
calculated by aggregating a 30-m NPRA earth cover classification (Ducks Unlimited 2002) to 240m resolution using two approaches. In the top tile of each figure, the subpixel water fraction
included only water, ice and aquatic classes (with the aquatic class treated as 50% water). In the
bottom tile, subpixel water fraction was calculated using the mean water cover for each earth
cover class. That is, 100% water cover for the water classes, 65% water for the aquatic classes,
37.5% water for the flooded tundra classes, and 17.5% water for the wet tundra class. Including
the mean subpixel water from the flooded and wet tundra classes (rather than treating them as
100% vegetated) substantially increased the number of MODIS cells classified as mixed with
subpixel water. The proportion of water-affected pixels was even greater with a larger cell size.
Figure 4.2 presents the same view as above, except that 990-m cells (analogous to AVHRR or
SPOT VEGETATION) were used. Nearly the entire coastal plain had water fractions at this scale,
especially in the bottom tile when the subpixel water fractions from the flooded and wet tundra
types were included.
The potential bias in vegetation index values caused by subpixel contributions from water
and snow has been acknowledged (Wolfe 2000; Kelleyhouse 2001; Griffith et al. 2002; Stow et
al. 2004) and some corrections have been attempted (Wolfe 2000). A comparison of Landsat
ETM+ NDVI and MODIS NDVI (chapter three) suggested that the MODIS NDVI had a curvilinear
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Figure 4.1. Estimated water fractions for 240-m pixels. In the top tile, each 30-m earth cover
pixel is assigned a single category (vegetation, water, barren, or snow/ice category), except the
aquatic class (weighted as 0.5 water, 0.5 vegetation), and partially vegetated class (weighted as
0.5 barren, 0.5 vegetation). In the bottom tile, the proportions were calculated from the mean
water fractions in the earth cover class definitions.
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Figure 4.2. Estimated water fractions for 990-m pixels. In the top tile, each 30-m earth cover
pixel is assigned a single category (vegetation, water, barren, or snow/ice category), except the
aquatic class (weighted as 0.5 water, 0.5 vegetation), and partially vegetated class (weighted as
0.5 barren, 0.5 vegetation). In the bottom tile, the proportions were calculated from the mean
water fractions in the earth cover class definitions.
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response to subpixel vegetation in mixed pixels with water, with performance deteriorating as the
water fraction increased. In contrast, the response of the MODIS EVI, which incorporated a
canopy background correction, was linear and much less noisy. However, some of the observed
noise in the MODIS NDVI may have been caused by geolocation or classification errors, sensor
differences, and subpixel water within the 30-m ETM+ cells.
The objective of this research was to model the response of the MODIS NDVI and EVI to
subpixel non-vegetated fractions using spectral mixture models. This approach avoided several of
the problems inherent in comparisons with NDVI from higher resolution imagery, namely residual
geolocation errors, spectral contributions from outside the pixel, and differences in spectral
bandwidth and atmospheric correction. The spectral mixture approach assumed that the
landscape within a pixel was comprised of several homogeneous cover types with discrete
boundaries. The non-vegetated types considered were barren ground and several spectral
categories of water (including frozen or partially frozen water).
4.2
4.2.1

Background
Scaling across heterogeneous landscapes

At the scale of MODIS and AVHRR satellite images, many pixels are a combination of two
or more land cover types. The signal from different land cover types is averaged by the sensor
measurement of radiance, and for discreet (not intimately mixed) cover types this can be
represented as a linear, area-weighted mixture. The 250-m and 500-m resolution of the land
bands on MODIS were selected in part to lower the intrapixel variability in cover types (compared
to the 1.1-km nadir resolution of AVHRR), while maintaining a manageable data volume
(Townshend and Justice 1988).
It is problematic when algorithms developed at the scale of plot measurements or higher
resolution imagery cannot be applied at the coarser scale of sensors such as MODIS. Scaling can
be analyzed texturally through statistical measures of variance and covariance (Woodcock and
Strahler 1987) or entropy (Townshend and Justice 1988). For the case of abrupt discontinuities in
the spectral properties of the mixed surfaces (as between vegetation and water) a contextural
approach has been demonstrated to be more successful (Chen 1999; Chen et al. 2002). Chen
developed a correction model based on the subpixel proportions of water for boreal forest cover
types. A convex curvilinear relationship between the NDVI and water fraction was identified;
though the simple ratio (NIR/RED) had a near linear relationship with subpixel water fraction
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(Chen 1999). Based on this observation, water-corrected LAI estimates for Canada were derived
(Chen et al. 2002). The linearity of the simple ratio/water fraction relationship, and the
insensitivity of this relationship to different water spectral characteristics, were important reasons
for the adoption of this method for application across Canada. Tundra cover types were not
included in the algorithm development.
4.3

Methods

Spectral mixture modeling was applied to simulate the MODIS NDVI and EVI responses in
mixed pixels. The objective was to characterize the response and sensitivity of these vegetation
indices (Vis) to variations in the spectral characteristics of the vegetation and non-vegetated
backgrounds. Because the EVI formula is not always stable in the presence of snow and ice
(Huete et al. 2002), implementations of the EVI algorithm may revert to the simpler Soil Adjusted
Vegetation Index (SAVI) under certain circumstances. For that reason, the response and
sensitivity of the SAVI was also evaluated.
Homogeneous patches of vegetation and non-vegetated backgrounds were identified so
that MODIS spectral values typical of different cover types could be extracted. MODIS scenes
from 30 June 2000, 14 July 2000, and 28 July 2002 were gridded at 250-m resolution and
displayed with a Landsat ETM+ scene from 30 June 2000. The Landsat ETM+ scene and the
NPRA earth cover classification (Ducks Unlimited 2002) were used to ensure that the points
selected were from homogeneous areas. Five or more MODIS pixels with a single vegetation type
were then identified for the following classes: sedge/grass meadow, tussock tundra, wet tundra,
dwarf shrub, and low shrub. Several types of water were selected: dark water, green dark water,
shallow water, and silty lake water. The selection of water types was based on visual examination
of color-infrared composites incorporating the near-infrared, red, and blue bands. Spectral
variations in the blue band may be important because the MODIS EVI utilizes the blue band for
an aerosol correction, and so it may be sensitive to variations in the blue reflectance of nonvegetated backgrounds. Two points from large patches of river barrens were also selected.
Several of the lake points were ice-covered in the 14 June 2000 scene, so these points also
sampled the spectral characteristics of ice.
The points were selected from locations that were cloud-free in all three MODIS scenes.
The spectral reflectance of the MODIS blue, red, and near-infrared bands for all three MODIS
scenes for each point was extracted and viewed in a red/near-infrared scatter plot. These bands
were sampled so that the MODIS NDVI and EVI could be calculated for simulated mixed pixels.
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Points that represented both a single earth cover type, and had similar spectral characteristics
(that were clustered in red/near-infrared space) were grouped and a typical spectra was
generated by averaging. In this way, typical spectra for sedge/grass meadow, tussock tundra,
dark water, green water, shallow water, silty lake water, river barrens, and two types of ice were
generated. These were not intended to represent the full spectral range of these types,
particularly for vegetation, which varies during the growing season. They were simply intended to
generate a set of spectral values that were examples of pure vegetation and non-vegetated
background spectra over the coastal plain.
Linear spectral mixture was applied to these spectra to calculate modeled spectral values
for a pixel that contained a single vegetation type and a single non-vegetated background, with
the vegetated proportion ranging from 0 to 1 by steps of 0.05, and the non-vegetated proportion
as the converse. This assumed that the two types occupy discrete portions of the hypothetical
pixel, and are not intimately mixed (which can lead to nonlinear mixing). A simple linear equation
was used to calculate the mixed pixel spectral values for each band:
Mixed Reflectance = (Vegetation Reflectance * Vegetation Fraction) + (Non-vegetated
Reflectance * Non-vegetated Fraction).
For each combination of vegetation and non-vegetated background, the mixed blue, red,
and near-infrared reflectances at different proportions of vegetation were calculated. These
spectral values were then used to calculate modeled NDVI, EVI, and SAVI values. Curves were
generated to depict the modeled response of the NDVI, EVI and SAVI to different subpixel
fractions of vegetation and non-vegetated backgrounds. This analysis was conducted for two
vegetation types and seven non-vegetated backgrounds.
Finally, an analysis was conducted to model the effects of a common scenario involving
two types of non-vegetated backgrounds: water and ice. Ice commonly persists well into the
growing season and during the ice melt period many lakes and ponds are partially ice covered.
Linear spectral mixing was applied again for the sedge/grass meadow type, mixed with both dark
water and bright ice. The proportion of water in the non-vegetated fraction was varied from 0 to
1 by steps of 0.1, with the ice proportion as the converse. The proportion of vegetation was then
varied as before, from 0 to 1 by steps of 0.05. Modeled blue, red and near-infrared spectra were
then computed for each of the 21 levels of subpixel vegetation, and 11 combinations of ice and
water. Curves were then generated to depict the modeled response of the NDVI, EVI and SAVI to
both different subpixel fractions of vegetation and different proportions of ice and water in the
lake fraction.
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4.4

Results and Discussion

The spectral sample point locations are depicted in Figure 4.3. These were chosen so that they
were cloud-free in the three scenes used for this analysis (30 June 2000, 12 July 2000 and 28
July 2002). The low shrub, dwarf shrub and wet tundra classes were not used in the spectral
mixture analysis but they were collected to provide some information on how similar spectrally
those types were to the tussock tundra and sedge/grass meadow types. A spectral scatter plot
depicting all the sampled points in red/near-infrared coordinate space, for these three scenes, is
presented in Figure 4.4. The water classes tended to be clustered near the origin, except that
there was more variability in the shallow or pigmented water classes, particularly the silty lakes;
and several water sample locations were ice-covered in the earliest scene, and have very high
reflectance in the red and infrared (generally higher in the red). The river barren class was
somewhat above the 1:1 soil line and scene to scene variation tended to affect both red and
near-infrared reflectance similarly—perhaps due to differences in soil moisture.
The different vegetation classes formed clouds in red/near-infrared space. In the earliest
scene, some of the wet tundra sample points had spectral values intermediate between the water
spectra and vegetation spectra. Wet tundra normally floods early in the season, and these
samples of "pure wet tundra" appeared to characterize the mixed water and tundra which occurs
at that time. The tussock tundra and sedge/grass meadow classes showed some variation within
and between scenes, but the variability was less than the variability between the two classes.
Mean spectra were calculated for several different types (Table 4.1). From these types,
two vegetation spectra and seven non-vegetated background spectra were selected. The
vegetation spectra selected were sedge/grass meadow and tussock tundra, because these are
two of the most extensive vegetation types that occur in close proximity to ponds and lakes on
the coastal plain. The vegetation spectra for sedge/grass meadow and tussock tundra were
calculated from the spectral values from the earliest scene (30 June 2000), because that date
corresponded to when lake ice was melting; however the spectra calculated from other dates
were similar. The non-vegetated spectra selected were dark water, green lake water, shallow
water, silty lake water, river barrens, and two distinct ice spectra (one from dark water and one
from green lake water, though the spectral difference may also have reflected the partial melting
of the ice class with intermediate values). The typical spectra are depicted (in red/near-infrared
spectral space) in Figure 4.5. The spectra for each combination of two vegetation types and
seven non-vegetated backgrounds were then input into the NDVI, EVI, and SAVI formulas.
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Figure 4.3. Location of points sampled for pure vegetation and non-vegetated background
spectral values.
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Table 4.1. Mean spectral values for earth cover classes sampled from three MODIS scenes.
Classes in bold were used as "typical spectra" in the spectral mixture analysis._______
Standard Deviation in
Reflectance
Reflectance
SDRed SDBIue
SDNIR
Blue
Red
NIR
n
Earth Cover
0.004
0.004
0.001
0.022
0.017
11
0.011
Dark water
0.421
0.411
0.281
1
Dark water (Ice)
0.338
0.400
1
0.281
Dark water (Ice)
0.008
0.004
0.001
0.028
0.035
5
0.011
Green lake water
0.000
0.005
0.015
0.035
0.065
0.046
3
Green lake water
Green lake water
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Figure 4.5. Typical spectra for cover types used in spectral mixture analysis. Similar points from
Figure 4.4 were grouped and averaged to derive the typical spectra.
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Figure 4.6 shows the modeled response of the three vegetation indices to different types
and proportions on non-vegetated backgrounds for sedge/grass meadow. The response of an
ideal vegetation index (which is linear, insensitive to non-vegetation backgrounds, and reaches
zero in the absence of vegetation) was also shown. The NDVI response was highly curvilinear for
both water and ice. For water, the curve was convex, and the NDVI was relatively insensitive to
the water fraction at high proportions of vegetation. For ice, the curve was concave, and the
NDVI index was very sensitive to the ice fraction at high proportions of vegetation. The resulting
mixed pixel NDVI was highest for dark water, followed by shallow and green water, silty water,
and ice. There was no single response to "water"; rather, there was a gradient of response
depending on the spectral characteristics of the water. At low water fractions (except for
extremely silty water and ice) the NDVI was fairly insensitive to increases in water fraction. As
the water fraction increased, the response curve became steeper and small changes in water
fraction resulted in large changes in NDVI.
The response of the EVI and SAVI were very similar to each other. The responses were
very linear, except in the case of the EVI at higher ice fractions. The response was not entirely
insensitive to different non-vegetated backgrounds, but the overall sensitivity to background
effects was much smaller than with the NDVI. The difference in response between water and ice
were much smaller, particularly for the EVI at low ice fractions.
The modeled response of tussock tundra VI values to non-vegetated backgrounds is
shown in Figure 4.7. The pure tussock tundra NDVI was slightly higher than with sedge/grass
meadow, while the EVI and SAVI were slightly lower. The response curves showed patterns that
were nearly identical to sedge/grass meadow—the NDVI had curvilinear responses to water and
ice, while the responses of the EVI and SAVI were largely linear.
A common scenario for mixed pixels early in the growing season involves lake ice
melting, which can happen after vegetation development is well underway. As the lake ice melts,
there would be a mixture of water and ice on the lake. Figure 4.8 depicts the response of
sedge/grass meadow VI values to subpixel fractions of partially frozen lakes, as the proportion of
ice in those lakes was varied from 0 to 1. There was a very large change in NDVI (with constant
vegetation fraction), as the lake fraction of a pixel changed from ice to dark water. This analysis
indicated that this difference was large across the entire range of lake fractions; for all lake
fractions above 0.2, the NDVI would increase by 0.2 units or more with constant vegetation
conditions, simply due to a change in the non-vegetated background from ice to dark water.
Even at a lake fraction of 0.1, the NDVI would increase by 0.1 units as the non-vegetated
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Deep water
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River barren
Dark water ice
Green water ice
- - - Ideal VI response

Figure 4.6. Modeled vegetation index response for sedge/grass meadow mixed with different
non-vegetated backgrounds. The NDVI response is highly sensitive to non-vegetated
backgrounds and curvilinear for bright and dark backgrounds. The EVI and SAVI responses are
close to linear and very similar to each other, except with large proportions of ice.
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Figure 4.7. Modeled vegetation index response for tussock tundra mixed with different nonvegetated backgrounds. The pattern is almost identical to that observed with sedge/grass
meadow. The NDVI response is highly variable and curvilinear for bright and dark backgrounds.
The EVI and SAVI responses are close to linear and very similar to each other, except with large
proportions of ice.

Background 50%
Dark Water, 50% Ice

Proportion of cell vegetated

Figure 4.8. Modeled vegetation index response for sedge/grass meadow mixed with both dark
water and ice. A small ice fraction in the water results in a much lower NDVI than when no ice is
present; when the proportions of water and ice are approximately equal, the overall response is
nearly linear. The EVI and SAVI responses are close to linear and very similar to each other,
except with large proportions of ice.
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background changed from ice to dark water.
The EVI was fairly insensitive to the change from ice to dark water at low lake fractions,
but at higher lake fractions the divergence increased. The effect of increasing the water fraction
was to increase the EVI steadily, with no indication of an especially large increase as the last
10% of ice in the lake fraction melted (unlike the NDVI). The SAVI response was very similar to
the EVI, except that with the EVI there was a greater separation between the water and ice
response at high vegetation fractions, and a lower separation at low vegetation fractions. The
EVI response is likely sensitive to the blue reflectance of the ice, which can be highly variable, so
this pattern may not hold in all cases.
To understand both the shape and sensitivity of the response of the MODIS Vis, consider
the plot of vegetation index isolines along with the sample spectra in red/near-infrared spectral
space (Figure 4.9). In the absence of aerosols, the SAVI and EVI have a nearly 1:1 relationship,
so SAVI isolines are used to represent the EVI isolines in two-dimensional spectral space. The
location of a mixed pixel in red/near-infrared coordinate space could be visualized by drawing a
line between the two types. The proportional distance along that line corresponds to the
proportions of each cover type in the pixel. Figure 4.9 shows that as pixel spectra changed from
pure vegetation to pure dark water, the spectral trajectory initially was largely parallel to the
NDVI isolines. As the water fraction increased, the spectral mixture trajectory would bring the
mixed pixel closer to the origin, where the NDVI isolines were very close together. At some point,
which depends on the spectral location of both cover types, the NDVI isolines would rapidly be
crossed. This explains why the spectral mixture models depicted a flat response at low water
fractions, and a steep response at high water fractions. The darker the water (and the lower the
red reflectance), the more the spectral trajectory of the mixed pixel would run parallel to the
NDVI isolines. As a result, the response would be flatter at low water fractions, but there would
be a narrower but steeper response when the trajectory finally crossed the barely separated
NDVI isolines. For slightly brighter water (higher red reflectance), the spectral trajectory of the
mixed pixel would not be as parallel to the NDVI isolines. As a result, the observed NDVI in mixed
pixels with shallow or silty water would decrease more rapidly at low water fractions, but less
rapidly at high water fractions.
With barren ground, the spectral trajectory of the NDVI mixed pixel will generally be
close to perpendicular to the NDVI isolines, which explains why the response over barren ground
is much more linear. The spectral trajectory for a pixel of mixed vegetation and ice would initially
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Figure 4.9: Typical spectra and vegetation index isolines. Vegetation index isolines for the NDVI
(red) and SAVI (black) are superimposed on the spectral classes used in the spectral mixture
analysis.
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cross NDVI isolines which are closer together, and which become further apart as the ice fraction
increases; also, the ice spectra were well below the 1:1 red/near-infrared line, so the observed
NDVI would become negative at relatively low ice fractions.
The SAVI isolines (used to represent the EVI isolines) are well separated and nearly
parallel. So, the spectral trajectory of a mixed pixel here would not parallel the SAVI/EVI isolines
with any of these types of non-vegetated background. There was also no location in red/nearinfrared coordinate space where the SAVI/EVI isolines were extremely close together and
sensitive to small variations in either the extent or spectral characteristics of non-vegetated
backgrounds..
Over mixed water and vegetation pixels, perhaps the most important factor driving
seasonal variability of NDVI was the melting of lake ice (which transformed the non-vegetated
background bias from a negative bias to a positive bias). Consider a theoretical sedge/grass
meadow pixel with a 10% lake fraction, which changed from pure ice to pure water without any
change in the NDVI of the vegetated pixel fraction. The NDVI in this case was predicted to
increase from 0.4 to 0.5, or 25%. A similar pixel with a 50% lake fraction, and a 10% ice fraction
within that lake fraction, was predicted to exhibit an increase in NDVI from 0.36 to 0.46 when
that 10% of ice melts (though both of these values are higher than the unbiased NDVI value of
0.26 for that pixel). This finding was similar to results from a ground-based radiometer (Stow et
al. 2004), where a rapid increase in NDVI accompanied the melting of snow. However, lake ice
could persist well into the growing season on the Arctic coastal plain (Ducks Unlimited 2002), and
residual lake ice could also move in response to wind, affecting different pixels at different times.
Lake ice is most persistent in the deeper portions of lakes, since shallow lakes and shallow
portions of lakes have a thinner mass of ice to melt.
The EVI response to non-vegetated backgrounds was nearly linear in almost all cases.
There was a curvilinear response at higher ice concentrations (where the EVI is already
negative). There was some variation in the response for different background types, though for
most types (ice excepted) this could be expressed as a line connecting the pure vegetation EVI
and the non-vegetated background EVI. At high subpixel vegetation proportions, the differences
were smallest. The sensitivity to different backgrounds decreased linearly as the subpixel
proportion of vegetation increased. At higher ice fractions, this analysis indicated that EVI values
could not be considered reliable indicators of subpixel vegetation conditions. However, the EVI
appeared to be much more robust at low ice fractions than the NDVI. Only two ice spectra were
considered here, and ice with different spectral characteristics (particularly in the blue band)
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could result in different results.
This analysis examined the response of the MODIS NDVI and EVI over mixed pixels in
single-date satellite imagery, using data from near nadir. The responses described here do not
necessarily apply to data acquired at high view angles. Compositing techniques are often used to
produce a 16-day composite (or other interval) with a range of view angles. However, the
constrained-view angle-maximum value composite strategy currently employed by the MODIS
16-day VI algorithm favors near-nadir view angles (Huete et al. 1999).
Another factor to consider with composite VI products is that when a heterogeneous
landscape is sampled multiple times (by multiple satellite overpasses), samples which happen to
have higher subpixel proportions of vegetation will be favored in the compositing process. This
would tend to produce a composite image with smoothed, higher values over heterogeneous
landscapes. Although the subpixel geolocation accuracy of MODIS data mitigates against such
smoothing, each satellite swath still samples the landscape with a slightly different geometry.
Because of this, the effect of subpixel non-vegetated fractions on composites may be somewhat
different than the responses described here for single-date imagery. Further research on this
problem would be useful, since regional and global analyses generally use composite data.

4.5

Conclusions

In mixed pixels, the response of the MODIS NDVI was highly variable depending on the
spectral characteristics of the non-vegetated fraction, ranging from a convex curvilinear response
for water, to a linear response for barren ground, to a concave curvilinear response for ice. In
contrast, the response of the EVI was near to linear and was very similar for different types of
backgrounds.
Knowledge of these responses would be useful for interpreting vegetation index values in
mixed pixels, whether the subpixel composition of the mixed pixels were known or not. The EVI
response was approximately linear, scaling to near zero when vegetation is absent. Thus, the EVI
value in a pixel that was half vegetated would be approximately half the EVI value in fully
vegetated pixel with the same type of vegetation. For NDVI, this would be true for a mixed pixel
with barren ground but not for a mixed pixel with water.
The response curves generated in the spectral mixture analysis for the MODIS NDVI tend
to be very steep at high water fractions, so that small changes in subpixel water were predicted
to have a large effect on the MODIS NDVI. At the same time, and particularly at high water
fractions, the modeled NDVI was very sensitive to the spectral characteristics of the water. This
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combination of sensitivity to both small changes in water fraction and the spectral characteristics
of the water would explain much of the observed noise in the response of the MODIS NDVI over
mixed vegetation and water (chapter 3).
Since NDVI was fairly insensitive to water at low to moderate water fractions (assuming
there was no ice), in many cases the observed whole-pixel NDVI is close to the actual NDVI of
the vegetated portion of the mixed pixel. This observation makes it fairly simple to interpret
observed NDVI values when information about the subpixel water fraction is available. The NDVI
of the non-water portion of the pixel would be approximately equal to the observed NDVI when
the water fraction was low to moderate (less than 25%). Alternately, for applications that
extrapolate a biophysical parameter such as biomass or leaf-area index from NDVI values, it
would be reasonable to calculate the parameter as usual when the water fraction was low to
moderate, and then multiply the result by the proportion of land. This would work best when the
water was dark and clear.
The MODIS EVI was fairly insensitive to the non-vegetated portion of a mixed pixel, but it
was sensitive to the proportion of the cell that was vegetated. Thus, the EVI of the vegetated
portion of a mixed pixel could reasonably be estimated by multiplying the observed EVI by the
inverse of the vegetated fraction (if that was known). If a relationship between the EVI and a
biophysical parameter were established over pure vegetation, then extrapolating this parameter
across mixed pixels would require knowledge of the subpixel non-vegetated fraction. The EVI of
the vegetated portion of the mixed pixel could be calculated by multiplying by the inverse of the
vegetated fraction, then the biophysical parameter could be calculated, then the result would be
multiplied by the proportion of the cell that was vegetated. When vegetation index values are
interpreted directly (for example, seasonally integrated vegetation index values) then no
correction would be required to extrapolate across the landscape.
When ice was present, or at higher water fractions (above 25-50%), it would be much
more difficult to interpret NDVI values. The opposite response of NDVI to water and ice mean
that changes in NDVI over water-rich landscapes during the ice melt period could have little to do
with vegetation phenology. Large increases in NDVI would be expected in mixed pixels as the ice
changed to water over the lake fraction of the pixel. For a given lake fraction with some ice
present, the largest ice-melt induced increase in NDVI would occur as the last 10% of the ice
melted. Thus, caution should be used in interpreting NDVI increases when ice-melt was still
occurring. The EVI was much less sensitive to small ice fractions within the water than the NDVI.
Caution should also be used interpreting the NDVI when the water fraction is high, since
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the observed NDVI is very sensitive to small changes in both the water fraction and the water
spectral characteristics. Even if a correction algorithm that accounted for both the water fraction
and the water type were developed, it would likely be susceptible to large errors. Geolocation
errors between the higher resolution water mask and the MODIS imagery, and variability of both
the water fraction and spectral characteristics over time, would likely limit the precision of an
NDVI water correction.
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CHAPTERS.

CONCLUSIONS

Acquiring and processing MODIS data was a complicated process and the native tile data
format was found to be difficult to work with in Alaska, especially Arctic Alaska. These factors
may be a major obstacle to the adoption of MODIS data by a wide community. It is hoped that
the image acquisition and processing guidelines presented here help potential data users. At this
time, to preserve the geolocation accuracy, avoid radiometric bias near snow, and maintain a
high visual quality, the MODIS swath format was found to be more suitable for application over
Arctic Alaska, particularly during the period of snow melt. Improved reprojection algorithms, and
a more reliable atmospheric algorithm for snowy areas, would increase the utility of the more
processed tile products. It is also anticipated that the establishment of a receiving station and
processing facility at the University of Alaska Fairbanks will help in the refinement of data
products and algorithms for Alaskan data users.
Subpixel fractions of water resulted in both noise and nonlinear biases in the MODIS
NDVI. These could be large at higher water fractions or when some ice was present in the water.
These results suggested that knowledge of the subpixel water fraction was important to interpret
the NDVI over mixed vegetation and water pixels. NDVI should be interpreted very cautiously
while ice-melt is still occurring, and should not be considered a reliable indicator of subpixel
vegetation conditions at high water fractions (above 25-50%).
In contrast the MODIS EVI had a nearly linear response to subpixel water fractions, lower
sensitivity to water turbidity or depth, and a lower sensitivity to ice fractions within a melting
lake. These results confirmed that the EVI was particularly sensitive to ice at moderate to high
subpixel proportions, as observed by Huete et. al. 2002.
The MODIS EVI has been used in other regions to generate seasonally integrated
vegetation index profiles, and it would be instructive to conduct such an analysis over the North
Slope. There would likely be a much greater contrast between areas with a high water fraction
and areas with few water bodies, than there is with the seasonally integrated NDVI.
Although It was not evaluated in this study, the aerosol resistance of the EVI could be a
major benefit, particularly during a season with heavy smoke. This would be less important if an
operational aerosol correction, that performed reliably when snow or ice was present, was
successfully implemented.
The effect of subpixel fractions of non-vegetated backgrounds, particularly water bodies,
has been largely ignored in studies applying moderate resolution sensors for Arctic applications.
The linear scaling response and relative insensitivity to different background types exhibited by
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the EVI are compelling reasons to consider the EVI for vegetation phenology studies in Arctic
Alaska.
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